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CALEB POWERS SCORES POINT CHRIST IS RISEN
IN BEING ALLOWED TO CALL THEME OF SERMON
WITNESSES AGAINST VENIRE BY REV. M. E. DODD
Judge Morris Permits Him tc
Produce Evidence of Iniprop.
er‘Conduct in Summonsing
Harrison County Jurymen.
This, is, Regarded; as Great
he. Victory By Defense, as it is
First Time it Has Ever Been
Allowed in His Case.
Georgetown, Ky., Nov. IX.-- ( Spe-
eta I. )--Attorneys for Caleb Powers
conscider that they have wars a it
vietory in the ruleng of Judge Morris
this morning that they may introduce
evidence of improper ournmonang of
jurymen, from Hareem county. This
is the first time a court has 'Mowed
Powers to introduce t eetlincrne on
that poise When the sheriff was
sent to summons the jeryneen Posers
frreeed that he might be instructed
to proceed without the assistance of
the Harrison county sheriff. He
wrote a letter to the Shtrliff, caution-
ing him and his deputies. and got it
delivered to 'the sheriff In court. The
occur( averruled his motion, but the
defense had spies to watch the offi-
cers in securing the jurmen and the
defense eeakee-te be Mee to peeve. by-
witnemes that the officers did not act
fairly in; the matter.
They resumed the select ion of the
Jury. Two of the seven _mem already
in the box presented physecianse cer-tifleates that they y cannot serve. A
arrived; thisrens venire of 100
morning.
men
PEANUT DIM' OFF.
D.. Allen Lived 30 0)111.44.'01m. Days
on It and Water.
Chicago. Nov. 18.---Looking de-
cidedly "off his feet." Dr. T. J. Allen
of Aurora. Ill., champion peanut tat-
er of the world, finished his thirtieth
consecutive day on an exclusive pea-
nut and water diet today. He has
undertaken to prove to the Aurora
hoard of health by a sixty-day trial
that it Was wrong in attlibuting an
Aurora citiene illness to peanuts.
Dr. Allen is now one of the exhibits
at the first annual world's pure food
show In the coliseum.
"I give you my word," he said to-
day, "that I have not eaten five
ounces of peanuts in as many days.
Show me another kind of food that
in such small proportions will sup-
port life.
PARTY WAS INSPEtTING
ILLINOIS CENTRAL HERE.
H R. Safford, chief engineer; L. A.
Downs, assistant cheef engineer: .1.
M. Tayhyr, general storekeeper: W. S.
Hays, assietant general storekeeper:
F. Draper, 'superintendent of bridges;
C. E. Thonaas, gerrerat foreman of
water works; A. F. Blass. W. C.
Waggooer, J. McNamara and A. F.
Page, coMposed a party of inepection
at the Ihlmois Central; theme this
morn leg. The  out-of-town   offic i a le
left for leruitsille at noon.
LEONARD 0. PECK WILL
RE-ENLIST IN THE ARMY.
leontard 0. Peek, of Smithiand, is
home on a furlough of three months
from the army, and has re-enlisted
for another term. He will work on
the river out of Padueah during his
furlough. Sergeant Blake is plan-
ning a trip to Murray next week for
recruits, and to Paris, Tenn., the
first week in December.
TRYING TO PUT THE LID
ON IN CITY OF CHICAGO.
Chicago, Nov. 18.—Printed warn-
tags were sent today to ell saloon
keepers 'here, :ratifying them to close
on Sundaes hereafter. The Lae elle
Order league Is behind -the movement
It tropee_breourt action be put the Lid
on Clateago, which sometittes is called
-the widest open city in the country.
OKLAHOMA LIA:ISLATURIE.
Called by Gov. Haskell to Meet First
Time December 2.
Guthrie, Okla., Nov. 1/lee-Governor
Chas. N. Haskell, late last night, la
sued a call for the. legislature for the
new state to meet on December 2.
MRS. EARLE DENIES 'STORY
THAT SHE HAS MADE UP.
KY. FIELD TRIALS
ASSOCIATION HAS
SUCCESSFUL MEET
IA Con ter, Ky., Nov. 18.—(9pe-
oial.)—The biggest state field trail
meet ever 'held iu the United States
will start here tomorrow morraing
with 85 entriets. The rain has made
the weather ideal and the fickle and
woods are full of birds for the second
annalist meet of the KontuckY Field
Trials association. Secretary W. F.
Seeker, Jr., of lAnllevf:Pe, has been
here a week and has mode all prepa-
rat:done President M. M. Baretwell,
of McHenry, arrived today. T. B.
Pace, who owns Champion Prince,
wiane.r at the. national nicest. Grand
Junction. Teen., last January, !slier..
The first trial tomorrow morning win
be the mensbers' trial for trophies.
There are 12 entries. Next will be
the de nby for dogs wheipect since last
Jactiery, for a purse of $300 divided
Into 40, 30. 20 and 10 per cent. The
last wilt be the Ali Age stake of $600
for all dogs that have not won a prize
at a state meet. The winners at this
meet will be eligible to the national
brittle at Grand Jepetion Jerseerye
-1`lie dogs are taken out of the,
cages in pairs and tried ent all the
palings in hunting birds. The judges
are T. T. Asheard, Birmingham, Ala.;
Richard Daniels, Williametrurg, KY.;
Dr. M. F. Roger New Albany. Miss.
CULLEY'S CHAMPIONS
Since the Cutey team has so de-
cisively beaten the South Kentucky
College team, a long distance mes-
sage has been received from Mayfield
Ong that the team of that town
would not be here to play Thanks-
giving as they had agreed. With the
victory over S. K. C. Culley's has the
undisputed championship of west
Kentucky, unless in some game to be
played between now and the end of
the season, they may be defeated.
South Kentucky College heretofore
has claimed the championship of
west Kentucky, but Culley's made
their Waterloo. A game for Thanks-
giving will be arranged, if possible,
by the Culleye
LOST SWEETHEART,
HE THOUGHT LIFE
Murray, Ky., Nov. 18. (Spectate—
The body of Strother Harding, who
committed suicide In St. Louis Sat-
urday by taking carbolic acid, was
brought here yesterday and buried
in the city cemetery. Young Hard-
ing was a son of Henry Harding, of
Martin. Tenn who formerly lived
here, and was one of the most promi-
nent, citizens-1n Calloway county.
Several years ago Harding went to'
Fort Worth, Texas, and accepted em-
ployment in a hank, of which his
uncle Noah Harding, was president.
He made rapid progress and a few
years ago was given a fine position
in a St. Louis bank. Harding left no
note, explaining the cause of his sui-
cide, but a letter found on his person
from the mother of a young wothan
in Fort Worth. with whom the boy
was in love and who had jilted him,
explains the cause. It Is said that he
had also lost his position with the
St. Louis bank.
DRAINAGE STOPPED
eloulevarding Jefferson street has
resulted in the upsetting of several
-natural water courses with conse-
quent complaints to the city health
department. Sanitary Inspector J. L.
Gaither is, investigating & complaint
that J. M. Dunlap, of 2415 Jefferson
street, has stopped up a sewer
throwing water on otherer property
across the street. The creek before
the street was constructed ran
throngh the woods at right angles
with the street. When the pave-
ments were laid this eift into (be
creek and City Engipeer Washington
laid a pipe under the street to carry
the water over. One end of this pipe
Paris. Nov. 111.—Mrs. Ferdintied has been stopped thus preventing the
P. Eerie dent:riot:he reports that she natural drain. The netAbors &fleet-
a" 414'r 44/eba"'Abliaftill"htc-hait Ul2f141-10etrwt+rites eahnot -reach Mee coal
thee differeitces and that AerieIs te houses becaussof the hacked up wa-
forget ,M11 Rahe strYS Oh* ter. City Engineer Washington
hasn't heard from Petrie stags she left thinks tlie trouble will he remedied
New York. ahen the lots out there are filled in.
Two Large Congregations
Hear Fulton Preacher at
First Baptist Church Yester-
day, Arguing Foundation of
the Christian Faith.
MAY HE , CALLED TO CHURCH
Two large congregations attended
the First }Japes church yesterday
morning and evening to hear the Rev.
Monroe E. Dodd, of Fulton, who
preached two magnificent sermons.
Dr. Dodd lb a young man of strong
personality and a fine pulpit orator.
Many members of the congregation
are in favor of extending a cull to
him.
Taking the theme, "Christ's Ream
rectIon," and his text from Matthee
XXVIII.. 6; "He is not here; Ile is
risen, as he said": Dr. Dodd said in
part:
"The entire Christian system hangs
upon whether or not Christ arose
from the dead. If He did not rise
Christianity is a farce, the whole
thing a myth and Christ himself an
impostor. If lie did rise He was and
is the Son of God and the world Re-
deemer. If lie did not rise our
Dreactillg azul faith ate vain, we
yet in our sins and those who have
fallen asleep in Him are perished. If
He did rie we are saved and safe
and the future looms up with a
glorious hope.
"One of these things must have
happened to that body. It must have
remained In the tomb; it must have
been stolen or it must have arisen
from the dead. If it were the first,
why did not the Jews produce the
dead body and refute the apostles'
preaching of the resurrection? If it
were stolen by the apostles, what ac-
counting is there for the strange
phemereson that they,thould give
their own lives for what they knew
to be false? No other answer than
that He arose from the dead will har-
monize with all the circumstances
The only answer is that in the still-
ness of that marvelous night, when
no sound could be heard save the
muffled tread of the Roman guard as
(Continued on Page Four.)
WESTON AHEAD OF TIME
Cleveland, Nov. P.--Edward Pa-
eon Wt4too, the pedestrian, reacted
Clevelend at 7:30 this morning, have
nag walked from Paineterflie at 'nid-
e:Wit. 'Weston expects to walk 7s
miles todae and reach Chicago next
Monday. He IS 24 bouts ahead of hi.s
'record - made 40 years ago.
LONG PASTORATE
One other pastor 'id Paducah is
crowding the record of Father Jan-
sen in length of service in the com-
munity. The Rev. W. E. Cave, pas-
tor of the First Presbyterian church.
has been here :4 years, the anniver-
sary of his coming Occurring last
week. When he came to Paducah
the church was on South Third street
During his labors here a new church
at Seventh and Jefferson streets has
been built, and two misaions ester-
halted.
' KILLING IN COURT
London, Ky., Nov. 18. (Special.)—.
Commissioner Robert Boyd, Jr., this
morning shot and killed James
Sparks. one of the most prominent
lawyers in eastern Kentucky. The
shooting occurred in the courlhouse,
while Boyd was engaged in settling
up a case, in which Sparks was one
one of the attorneys. Bad blood had
existed between the num for :same
time over a suit to break a will of
Boyd's uncle. Only a Peter quarrel
immediately preceded the shooting.
CORONER EAKER HURT
Coroner Frank Esker had his right
leg broken Just below the hip in a
runaway on South Sixth street be-
tween Jones and Tennessee streets
shortly after noon. He was riding
In his undertaker's wagon when the
home became frightened and hurled
the wagon sweetest a telephone pole.
throwing Mr. Esker out and running
over his leg.. Dr. J. D. Robertson
reached Mr. Raker shortly after the
accident and he was removed to his
home. 518 Tennessee street,
ths..glaatusa-stas sat. It will be • - -
era' week* before Coroner Raker can (loudy. ptobably threatening to-
leave his bed and a month or two be- night. Tuesiday peril)' cloudy. The
for he can actively resume his de- hip:hest tingwrature yesterday, 30;
ties, lowest, 38.
1PADUCAH DISTRICT ASSIGNMENTS
1
 I
FEDERAL COURT CONVENES
I WITH JUDGE WALTER EVANS
Humboldt, Tenn., Nov. 18. (Spe-
ciale—Two changes were made in
the Paducah Methodist churches by
the assignment of the Memphis eon-
femme this morning. Toe Rev. G.
W. Banks returns to the Tenable
Street church and the Rev. J. W. Nay
tor to the Paducah circuit. Dr. W
3'. Bolling, of Broadway, trades with
the Rev. G. T. Sullivan, of Paris,
Tenn. ..The Rev. Peter Finds, of the
Third Street church, goes to McKen-
zie, Tenn., a Ht B. Terry comes to
Third street. he Rev, hf-
returns to Re id circuit. The
Rev. W. %V. Adams goes to Maytisid
to succeed the Rev. C. A. Warterlield,
who goes to Madison Heights church.
Memphis. The ;Rev. T. P. Ramsey,
of the Mayfield circuit, goes to the
Mississippi avenue church, Memphis.
T. W. Wilson, foriterly presiding el-
der of the Dyersburg district, hoes to
Clinton. The Rev .1, W. Trion goes
to the Preston Sire t church, Mem-
phis. The Rev. R. E. Brassfielel re
turns to Woodville circuit. Dr. Sul-
liven has just completed a four sear
term at Paris, Tenn. He is one of
the strong men of the conference ef
marked executive ability and a fine
pastor. Ile was for four seara pre-
siding elder of the Memphis histriet
and has been in Jackson, Tenn , also.
It is his first charge in Padusah but
he is well known here and liked. The
Rev. H. B. Terry, who comes its the
Third Street. Methodist church, is
well known in Paducah, having been
on the Paducah circuit at onietime.
He transferred to a western but
afteeverreha_returned to the Memphis
conference. He married Miss Ada
Bonds, of Paducah, daughter of Mr.
Bonds, 101/1 Jackson street.
The Memphis conference will go to
C,Ovingtoo, Tenet., next year. lesdie
cob invited the conference, but Cov-
ington was the suceeseful ecnitmatant.
Miss Lucie Reichard. of Paducah.
the talented daughter of Preekline
Eider J. %V. Blackard, of the Paducah
district, sang the solo Knetnediate'y
precedine Bishop Hencitrix's sermon.
Artistic Touch Had Young Musician;
Borrowed Cornet Left When He Did
Music bath charms that reef. WII-
:lain Deal had not stammered in his
career Until yesterday when the ex-
perienee cost him $65. unless a tine
cornet which was stolen from hen, is
recovered. The love of a ragged
ere
earvage beast worked on Professor
Dea!'s sympathies to that extent. atici FATHER LAMBERTwhile charity usually is suegroosted t.
(ever a multitude of sins, it 'teems
EULOGIZES WOMENthat In this case 1114' covering pen-was not quite complete.
men have been seen around the city
lately, dut probably to the annual me
gration south and this boy is sup-
posed to belong to one of those bands.
His methods, to say the Newt, are
artetle
ON THE BENCH THIS MORNING
A Virginian Many Attorneys, Defendants
and Litigants Present at the
Opening Session and Bus-
iness is I .nder Way.
No Time Lost in Getting Down
to Work—Cases Assigned
and Court Starts to clearing
Fp the Docket.
Soltqn lilt'and dispatch marked
tic' ee• icing day of the November
lent uf the United Statos diatriet
, out ;, which began ha aesions this
ttioripng in the court room at the
cifctuc 110lE,e• Voith lion. Wailer Ev-
ans presiding.
In the criminal docket 1110 caso.
aga.nst Phil J. Abbott for tentsezz-
eve rands of the American German
National bank was centinued, the de-
fendant not being before the court.
The indictment against Juhn Mur-
phey, charged with selling whisky
without paying the special tax, was
dismiseed. the death of the defendant
being suggested.
IL C. McChord formerly post-
master at Hampton, Livingston coun-
-time+ thee he was elm arge
While the guests of the Pelmer
House were eating luncheon to the.
atra ins of Professor Deal's orchestra
a ragged urchin, 15 years old, ap-
peared sod seemed to be enraptured
with the music. lie hetiesiesittnd the
Mee: entrance until Peet-sae Deal
came out, and manfully asked him
for a trial, saying he was good on
a:to. Prof tabu" tie:Z. los h ft.c ter
feeling for nrnsicians in distress awl
agteed Po give the boy a trial.
So far gxxxleses was rowan-lett for
the boy proved to be one of the most
competent players Profetocor Deal
ever heard, and as Professor Deal ad-
melts, was superior to any musician
in his orchestra. With his heart light
from baring saved to the world a
prodigy who might. afterward turn
eat to be another Mendelssohr, Pro-
fessor Deal ca-rried the boy, who gave
his Deane as John Holston. Philadel-
phia, to the New Richmond' House,
where Col. Bud Daft.; the gentle host.
prampry aereel to help the bey along
by giving him work around the office.
Ile astrigned the prodigy to a room
and adnurneeed him not to smoke
cigarette's there, in which the manly
litee felew acquiesced.
And now te thIs reeceate picture
conies a somber hoe. This morning
tits- prodigy was missing, and so is
the $65 cornet. And the instrument
he carried with hint was a borrowed
one. Professor _Deal bad borrowed
the instrument from _e member of tris
orchestra to give the boy s trial.
Prosaic it may be after such an ex-
penditure of sentiment and emotion
to call in the police, but the situation
admits of no other solution. The only
thing left of the original picture .is
the undentiable fact that the boy is a
line musician.
eLauseest range and rough }waking
SWITCHMEN'S DEMAND
Buffalo, Nev. Is Neeotiatetnis
bet IV 'e si 1 1 artern railroads and the
Switchmen's union of North America
are practicaty ended-. Unless one
aide recedes before Weill serious de-
velopments are expected. All rail-
roads east of Chicago are concerned.
THE WEATHER.
•Aloe CLOUDY
IN FINE LECTURE
Kentucky Theater Crowded
to Hear Eminent Orator and
Audience is Not Disappoint-
ed—Speaks at Church to-
night.
THE SILVER JUBILEE PROGRAM
F!ne appreciation of the lecture of
Father A. A. Lambert, of Chicago. at
the Kentucky theater last night by
the Paducah publie, In whose honor
the lecture was delivered as part of
the celebration of Father Jansen's
silver jubnee was gratifying to the
members of St. Francis de Sales con
gpegation. In spite of the inclement
weather the Kentucky theater was
crowded last night when Father Lam-
bert delivceed a magniSoeet cuUlity
of women in his address on "Wettish
in Society." It was conceded the
finest tribute to woman that ha ever
been heard In Padiscah. Woman's
work. and infletenceeand eaeseetiests- for
the acconiphechment of gold, mei
achievements were lauded in me
ful style, Father Lamb.-!•
striating personality anti
orator, linishml actor and a logical
th4nker, with ability to clothe his
thoughts In living :tiaguage. Tonight
he will leseure to the public' In St.
Francis de Sake church ou "Science
atnli Revelation."
Solos were seine by Mr. Harry c
Nes and Miss Mary tisane. Treasurer
J. J. Dorian presided.
The 'hridutim Thanksgiving ser-
vices begao yesterdaiy with confirma-
tion at 7 o'clock. The following were
confirmed:
Misses Effie Oberhameen, Rotate
Gray, Irma ROBS. Genevieve' Boyle,
Gertrude Whale, bottle Bright, Julia
Megan, Gertrude Voight, Jennie Fer-
rell. Lena Saffor, Emily Street. Afa
Limbark, Mary Hotysen, Agnes Den-
nfgah. Mary Massera.ng. Emma Cour-
clor, Kate Burch,' Clara Zeller, Ger-
trude Cummings. Messrs. lierbert
Beackburne. George Hasellnenee,
n.ane, 14010 Grief, Bernard Buddy'.'
Allen Bondurant, Eddie Hoffman and
Rae La Moore,
Mass was said at 10:30 o'cloek and
both Father Lambert and the Rt.
Rey. B Leh op Willi am George MeC los-
key, of Louisville, eulogized Father
Jan sets,
This morning at 7 and 7:30 o'clock
mass was said, and there will be
masses at the game hours tomorrow
morning.
Tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
Father Jansen will receive the Sit-
tee's and pupils of St. Mary's academy
In the Knizles of Columbus hail. At
night. members of the congregation
and .personali friends: will be received,
the reception being an invitation
affair on account of the smallness of
theTonthalorrt ow nemerous fine gifts, H-
andler a hanekeame Feld eunahout
ant= olvi ie. will be proem ted to
Father Jansen.
SENATOR JOHN W. DANIELS.
S. nator John W. Daniels is men-
as a hosstblst eandidate for
president on the Demeeratie tieket,
should a seuthern man be setected.
Ile is one of the soundest, most con-
ervative men among the Democratic
-gators, and uptiolsis the dignity and
tradltions of his native state.
I. C. PAYS $22.788
The illinois.Central railroad com-
p.; 1,1 '0414 Fleidgea h. Sc
Saturday, the pro rata due
tie. contra, tors for sewer distre t
No. 2. The sell ement was made
eithout any parleying whatever.
K. C. STAR DAMAGED
Kansas City, Nov 18.—An un-
identified woman, probably a jani-
tress, was found uneonsecitis in a
room of the Missouri building early
today during a fire. She may die.
The ices is $25.000. Property va:tied
at-130,000 is in the easement. l'eo
Star was teenaged by water. meetly
the paper.
orenwn
Fargo, N. D., Nov. 1S.—Two fire-
men were killed by falling walls in a
fire, which- elestroyed the live-story
plant of the J. I. Case_Th.reehing Ma-
chine comea.et eeisclay teght. The
less is $.:
LOUISVILLE MAN
LOST IN CAVERNS
Ma HORSE CAV
Horse Cave, Ky., Nov. IS, (Spe-
cial) --William Worth, Ned to be a
'lecturer of Louisville. is believed to
have been lost in the depthsTe the
cavern under the town Of Horse
Cave since last Monday when he went
in to explore the cave. Nothing has
beeireheard of him alive and partite
have been searching for hint.
RIOT IN LOUISVILLE
Nov. eg.--(Speciel.),--
In spite of the seteke erect ears are
running on fare schedule on nearl)
all tines this morning. Meet of them
are manned by strike brenkers. Some
strike-re deserted the union, There
was no violence of importance today.
Yesterdes two arrees were made. A
union 'parade broke up in a riot at
Fourth and Market te4ete. Police-
Men arrested fire„men and the mob
tried to take (bent Mos- .y A big de-
tail of police scattered the crowd.
Several were hurt by Leeks. The po-
lice drew phatole, but did not have to
use teem. Authoriete will not allow
any more parathe.
Cars will begin -running tonight on
two lines.
Grain Market.
St. tents, Nov. IR. —Wheat, 96;
corn, 62; oats, 49.
with misappropriating funds of the
office, but the violation ass only a
technicality and caused by a deputy
in the office cashing a check with
government fu4de. The postal In-
spector ha meted in the office while
the checic was in the drawer being
carried as cash, and the indictment
ensued,
Beth Waterfield, colored, was tried
on a charge of selling whisky with-
out a license, and was acquitted.
A verdict of not guilty was return-
ed In the case of Ed Brown charged
with selling "Dr. Fizz," the beverage
twine proven perfetly harm lee
nimentoxeatIng.
Gm. Singleton Discharged.
Tilt. charge against Gus Singleton
for contempt of mute committed dur-
ing the sale of the Rehkopf property,
ass disniesed en motion of the at-
torneys for_the parties bringing the
charge.
Telephone Case.
The trial of the suit of the East
Tennesec. Telephone eompany
aeitinst the city of Paducah to-pre-
y, lit the t• leithone. company being
;este! from the city or boing in any-
way preventscl from usu in g it.
business--; was continued until the Do-
('ember rule day to allow time for
the completion of the proceedings.
The Meadows Case.
The $1.metter damage suit filed
against W. W. Meadows. a prominent
Fulton merchant, by lt'v Se_eL Haw-
ley, A minister of the Presbyterian
church and former tcastor of the
chervil at Fulton, will probably be
tried at this term of court as all the
parties to the suit and tho witnesses
are said to be here. The evidence in
the case is expected to be of a sensa•
tional nature as grave charges are
made against Meadows tey the min-
ister. who alleges that Meadows and
a party of friends took him from the
Fulton station and beat hen after
handcuffing him and rendering him
elpless. .ft
The plaintiff's attorneys are Judge
Robbins, of Mayfield, formerly cir-
cuit judge, and the-law firm of Seel-
bourne 4-Stnith. of Clinton. For the
defense Congrossmall 011ie M. Jamtts.
-heeler. Hughes St. Berry. of Pade-
cah, and Ed Thomas and FL T. Smith.
of Fulton. Many prominent people'
are. witnesses, including society la-
dies of Fulton. .
A Murray Caw,.
The eaFt. againsi .1. M. Radford, of
herreay. chests. :1 op., fling a let-
ter that was re-ce ,tt the Murray
postoffico for nclvit Bleach, was
contentai on me 'it of the iiiivern-
tereft. Raeford is a prominen.teigeneer
;led was formerly see:1ff of the coun-
ty. The facre- in thy - esse involvesa
village sensation that is treeieveri to
have lesen wholly caused by wage A
letter was rent Miss Broach, who is is
stenographer. by a former curphere,
st lilt was stony in .1 Wird to a hti Si
nese transactier, see being irlielee in
a bankruptcy ease. It is aesAged that
the letter. welch. WAS believed to con-
tain other information. was taken
from the hirstoffie. anti °petted and
the inell(1ment followed.
It is understood that the reason
(Continue:I on Page Eight.)
Dr. WrigliCs Tribute,
The thee. I). C. Wright, rector of
Grace Episcopal church, paid a_beati-
ilftil tribute to the Rev. rather Jan-
sen yesterday morning in his sermon
cointnentieg on the faithfulnese of
his service here and the high and un-
usual record of only two Sundays
Missed in 26 years, devotion to duty.
,
•
Is to love children, and no home
can be completely happy with-
out them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mot her
Noire
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WOMB'S
must pass usually is so full of suffering,
danger and fear that she looks forward
to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its pene-trating and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, andall unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for thaordeal that she passes through
the event safely and with but
little suffering, as numbers have
testified and said, "it is worth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
bottle of druggists. Book containing
valuable information mailed free.
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Ga. lend
YOU FEEL 0()011.)
Nahen volt smoke a Great er Paducah
',valise WS a good igar, made
:ewe tobeeco and giaa a good
alleke ene reet ,ott eau ihoroughly
el; y eak fur a Greeter Paducah 5
Ler
aealent Cigar co., Manufac
THE SMOKE ROUSE,
=22 Broadway.
Th.? Best Carrie
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appeinted carriages
when I serve you. We
ve'protat personal at-
tention at ail times.
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
...A1111111=11111111EMITIMMIIIME, 
For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.
YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous-but a "calm always
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
life-for the time when you will need money-there
is only one way to do it-save, and you will be sure
of the future.
Start today-a dollar will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings ac-
counts if left with us six mouths or longer.
Mechanics and
Farmers Saviags Bank
210 Broadway
00.11Mallin
EDOAP W. WHITTEMORE
•
Peal Estate Agency.
FREE REAL.. ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
We Use the Kings of All
Bosom  Ironers-..!--Why?
First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
- , Second-The button holes or stud holes match.
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
• 1 
and without injury.
Fourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosom. like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
wesizzasamarravx ' t4O
THANIOGIVING
PROCLAMATION lest ED IW GOV-
ERNOR BECKHAM.
Document Is Brief, But Specifics
What People of Kentucky Should
Be (Bad Of.
Frankfurt, Ky., Nov. IS.-The fol-
lowing proclamation has been iseued
by Governor Eteckhatu:
"In accordanee with custbni and
the proclamation of the preisident of
the United States, I herebyy appoint
Tharsday. November 25, as a day of
Ifhanikagiving and prayer throughoui'
the common weakh. It is expected
en that day thut -a41 tot our people
eha:a riefretin from their usnal bust-
nem, employments and give thanks
to All-wise Ruler, who has so,gen-
ermiely biassed us as a nation, and
who has so bountiluily provided for
US.
"In testimony whereof, I have
'hereunto set my hand and caused the
Real of the ociamonwealth to be here-
unto afflicted.
"Done at Frankfort this lath day
of November, 1907.
"J. C W. BECKHAM."
Talk Isn't Alvin/is Ckeelo•
'I vent to 1:144yer i,petid some advice
OIL nu utzePAR  untl Le-charged-sus .$:A.
for fife minutes' 0 eeereation."
"Gracious'. What extravagnnt Ian-
auk it he taut
Press
Football Results.
Must.
l'it'e! 12; Prereetcn, 10.
Do remoute. 22: Harvard. 0.
cerreel, is Seertlimore, 0.
N.Lt, 6; Peenesvivania State. 4.
racuse, 4; Lafaeette, 4.
W. and J., 9; W. U. of P., 2
F. and M., 4; liaverford, 0.
Virginia, 28; Georgetown, G.
West Point, 21; Tufts. p.
liacknell, 48; Dickinson, 0.
Lehigh, 27: Ursinue, 0.
llowdoin. 34; Maine, 5.
May Cross, 15; Worcester Pol., 0.
11,-own, 34; Vermont, 0.
Norwieh, 6: Mideliteleiry, 5.
Wilaiams, 26; Amteret, 6.
I .114, F., 6; Harvard F, 0.•
Net Poly. Inst.. 34; G. Wash.. 0.
William and. Mary. 12; Mem),
West.
Penn., 6; Michigan, 0.
Careisle, 12; Wink-tette. 10.
aVisconsin, 12; Purdue, 6.
Lake Forest. 61; Knox, 0.
De Pauw, 19; EatrIliam, 12.
Nebraska. 63; Denver, 0.
St. Louis Univ.. 17; Kansas. 0.
Missouri. 27; Waehington U.. 0.
Monmouth, 16: Beloit CoMege, 0.
Illinois, 30; Freshmen, 12.
Witten-burg, 4; Matekingum. 0.
Heidelberg, 14; Ohio Northern, 0.
Washburn, 12; Fairmount. 0.
Case. 11; Ohio State. 9.
Boulder, 24; Utah, 10.
Laweenee, 12: Ripon, 0,
vtistpi,44j Ataelet-te. 0, •
Colo. S."of M.. 15; Colorado, 0.
HanOver, 22; Butler, 0.
Lombard. IS; Miliken, 0.
Marquette, 11; Haskell Indians, 0.
South.
Tennessee, 11; Mite. A and M., 4.
N.- C. A. and -Ma-6; Davidsorn. 0.
Meretne ae_reordon, 0.
S. Carolina U., 14: Charlotte. 4.*
Vanderbilt, 54; .Georgla Tact., 0.
Alabama, '6: Auburn. 6.
Texas. A. and M.. 17: Thiene. 6.
Arkafirsas M. A., 25; Hendrix c., 5.
Alabama, G; Alaba.ma A. and M., 6.
Leulsiana, 2:1; Missisetpla, 0.
4.
Voice Enemy.
Dr afarage recently prevented be-
fore the Academy of Medicine at
Paris the results of an investigation
of the amount of work performed by
oratore-and singers. It appears from
his experiments that a bass voice, in
order to produce the same imeres-
sion upon the ears of. hearers In a
,hasli, hequires the performance of
from seventeen to eighteen times
more work than is required for a
earytone or tenor voice. The bass
voice is -seaways at a disadvantage
with regard to the amount of work
it demands. Thus, Dr, Nfarage finds
that whereas men are always more
fatigued than women and children by
an equal effort of the voice, men with
bass voices suffer the most fatigue.
-Youth's Companion,
Inetructive Example.
As madly round the loop
Goes your car by jerks and swerves
You keenly feel that the builders
Did too much thinking in curves.
-The merchnnt who Is "hurled"
in the carve of new stocks and new
undertakings should share his time
with that which makes the other
things feasible-ma advertising cam.,
paign.
Heart
Troubles
The heart may lie weak
just the same as the eyes,
stomach or other organs.
It often happens that a
person is barn with a weak
heart. Then again dis-
ease, fevers, over-exertion,
anxiety, nervousness,
rheumatism, etc. weaken
the heart. The result is
shortness of breath, pal-
pitation, pain in the heart,
or in some of the nerves
of the chest or abdomen.
The heart should be
strengthened with a tonic,
and for this nothing equals
Dr. Miles' Heart Cure.
"I had LaOrippe last fall as Ithought In a Mild form. I wits weak,tired feeling., and short of breath;could hardly go about, and a gooddeal of the time sort of an keghtnatto
breathing and extremily no-vous. Ibegan taking Dr. .Miles' Heart Cure
and NerVira• and now I feel so much-
th•r la every way. I am an thank-ful that I began taking this medicine.
and shall not hesitate to tell others
how much good it has den' me."
idiltS. 
erCr\dljlt; 
NORTON,
, el....-wYoik.
Your druggiet sells Dr. Miles' Heart
Cure, and we authorize him to return
price of first bottle (only) If It fagsto benefit you.
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, Ind
---- -
OR Forest iteeeree,
"Dr. Will is an exceptionally able
man, and has a, national reputation.
He has done a great work for the
forests of the country and fa arous-
ing interest in this most important
subject."-'Raleigh Oa C.) Evening
Times, Sept. 16, 1907.
"The lecture to be given by Secre-
tary Thomas E. Will, of the Ameri-
can Forestry association, in this city,
on the Appalachian Forest Reserve,
should be of vital Interest to every
citizen, lie is thoroughly familiar
with tilt 3#cI Riad Will - illtistrare
it with a large collection of lantern
slides. He is a lecturer of many
years' standing, and in his lecture
will interest all who are concerned
In good citizenship. Ills wide ex-
perienre in educational and lecture
work insures a clear and forceful
presentation of a subject that Is of
vital interest to- everyone.''--44ar
tanburg (S. C.) Daily Herald, Sept.
19, 1907.
"There is no topic of so wide-
spread importance before, the nation
at present, nor has there been in
years, as the Deceratty of preserving
the Appalachian forests for the sake
of the streams that have their sour-
ces among thee peaks. Professor
Gamewell has just returned from the
Appalachian hilleidete and he says
the forests are being denuded mer-
cilessly. and unless the government
takes steps to stop the vandal hands
It will be but a matter of a short
time when the famous water-powers
that originate there will be lost to
the industrial south forever."-L
Spartanburg (S. C.) Daily Herald,
Sept. 19. 1,07.
Dr. Will will lecture here Novem-
ber 29.
Why Is Sugar Sweet?
If sugar did uot dissolve in the mouth
you could not taste the sweet.
GROVE'S TASTELESS CHILL TON-
IC is as strong AB the strongest bit-
ter tonle, bat you do not taste the
bitter because the ingredients do not
dissolve in the niout, but do dissolve
readily in the acids of the stomach.
s just as good for Grown People as
or -children. The.rirst and Original
TastMess Chill Tonic. The Standard
for 30 years. Soc.
The best way to maintain good
cheer is to comfort the cheerless.
We have the Agency for
Richard lludnut's
Celebrated
Toilet Articles
We have succeeded in se-
curing the agency for Richard
Iludnues complete line of
Toilet Waters, Perftnnes, Mar-
velous Cold Cream, etc.-an
announcement which ace are
sure will prove very interest-
ing to ladies who take care of
their good looks. Call at our
store and get fladmit's
Famous Beauty
Book FREE
Gilbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. 77.
.Agent for original Allegretti
Candles
••••••••6
THEATRICAL NOTES t
Repertoire This Week.
The popular Depew-Burdette
stock company in reperteire is the at-
traction at the Kentucky theater this
week. For several iseaeons this or-
ganization has visited Paducah.
sometimes playing a return date, and
L has established a clientele the
equal in uumbera of any theatrieal
attraction. The dramas presented
are sterling in quality and the coin-
pony well balanced, while Mr. Depew
himself, has a reputation for comedy
work and versatility that makes hint
a great favorite in this city. Several
strong specialties are interspersed.
Tonight ladies will be admitted free
%heir accompanying a person holding
a Cull admission ticket.
"Gadzooks, methinks this is going
to be a long winter," murmured a
tall, cadaverous looking man in a
soiled silk hat and a frock coat as he
stood on Chicago's "Rialto" *ester
day. And from different parts of
Chicago at least 1,000 actors, act-
resses, chorus girls and others echoed
his sentiments.
Eleven theatrical companies have
"closed for the season" in the Chica-
go district within the last ten dave
and the army of applicants for places
around the theatrical agencies is
larger than it has been at this time
of the year for many seasons.
Idle Players Hunt to City.
Reports from the smaller circuits
have not been reassuring. Within
the last week the following companies
have closed and the members have
hurried toward Chicago. -
People.
"Day and Day"  22
"Toyland" (No. 2 company)  40
'Miss Pocahontas" company  45
"The Umpire"   20
"The Thoroughbred Tramp"  25
"The Great Eastern World"  15
"The Boy Scout"  11
'The Trust Busters"  10
George Sidney's company  25
"The Bell Boy"  20
.11..!1)"  Wardi_company
Season's Play Losses $162,000.
New York, Nov. IS.-All the the-
atrir al managers having admitted 'the
effect of the money pinch on their
business in a general way, those who
find the figures have come forward
with an estimate in dollars of the
loss by the unsucressful plays. It is
said that by the failure of "The
Christian Pilgrim" alone the man-
agenemt loses something in the neigh
borhood of a541e000. An indication
as good as any of the disastrous nat-
ure of the season can be gained by
the following estimated losses;
"The Movers" $15,000
"The Man in the Case" 
"The Struggle Everlasting" 25,rene
"The Evangelist"  12,000
"The Step Sister"  10,410.0
"The Silver Girl" ,  10,0.00
"Sappho and Flown"  20 oer)
"Artie"  10,000
"The Christian Pilgrim"   50,000
Total   $162,000
And this list takes no account of
comic opera failures o- those which
died before they got within the glare
of Broadway.
Chicago Letter.
Chicago as the typieal American
city, is the best place to try a new
show. If it is a Chicago success it
I. usually successful and good for a
long run throughout the country.
"Mrs. Wiggs, of the Cabbage
Patch," grew from a Chicago success
to a world success. Last week it was
Played in Pittsburg, Pa.. and London,
England, and at the latter place has
been running for nearla a year. It
Is freely predicted that the run will
cover two years.
"The Isle of Bong Bong" and "The
Isle of Spice," are being played
nightly throughout the country, the
last named by three different com-
panies, although it is more than four
years since it was first produced.
"The Mayor of Tokio." "The.Wiz-
ard of Oz" and "The Yankee Regent"
are still money makers despite their
age, while the newer and more pre-
tentious Chicago success, "The Time,
the Place and the Girl." is one of the
big drawing powers of the season.
Because Al G. Fields Is compelled
to live in his private car the greater
part of a long theatrical season, he
does not give up all of the pleasures
of a permanent home. His family
Spends considerable time with him
and Mr. Fields. whp is very fond of
outdoor sports, carries with him
his favorite saddle horse and in sea-
en his noted bird dogs and fre-
quently slips away for a day's shoot-
ing.
Henry W. Savage Is now arranging
for a limited visit to Old Mexico of
las "Madam Butterfly" company to
give the Puceini opera- in English
next January after the New Orleans
engagement. Nowhere on the Ameri-
can continent is the Italian composer
more popular than in Mexico, where
his music was first sung on this side
of the ocean by the little Italian
opera company that had "La Bohe-
me" in its repertoire in 1897. The
coming proposed Mexican visit of
"Madam Buterfly" is in response to a
special request from.% members of
the American club in Chihuahua,
where 5,040 citizens. of the United
States are now living.
It being absolutely, Itntiossible for
Mks Maud Adams to visit even one-
(half of the Important cities thei
A LITTLE TALK
=bout heavy overcoats may be valu-
able to you If you drop in en us and
iet us give you pointe-s as to styles
and materials for stylish and hand-
some garments. Everyone knows
uhe nthey are fitted at our rooms
that they always bear the stamp of
fashion and gentility. We are wait-
kg for your order. Cold weather
has arrived,
H. M. DALTON,
403 Broadway.
'Kith Warren the Jeweler.
1,:eff
dO
if
etteelittalla
ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary Plumber
•
Steam Heating Expert
R.epair Work Solicited.
Both Phones 201 132 S. Fourth St.
325 Kentucky Avenue.
 41111•11111111111111111111111111111111111111•118181
INSURANCE AO ENTS
ABRAIYI L. WEIL & CO.
Fire,
Life,
ACcident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,
Office Phones °'° 369Isl•w 369
Steam Buller,
Binds,
Plate Glass,
C tripe
Bull,
Elevator.
Residence Phones Old 726tii•v/ 726
Campbell Building, Paducah, Ky.
•
country in "Peter Pan,"Charlee Frohr
man is organizing another "Peter ,
Pant' company which will be headed
by Mies Vivian Martin. This com-
pany will present the beautiful Bar-
rie idyl in the larger cities which it
will not be possible for Miss Adams
to reach.
The magnificent dramatic success,
"The Great Divide," in which Mar-
garet Anglin and henry Miller are
appearing at Daly's theater, NCW
York, leaves there the Teeli, after
nearly a season and a half on Broad-
way. The play would easily have
played out the present season there,
if contracts calling for the original
production in Philadelphia. Boston
and Chicago could have been longer
postponed. Mr. Miller has announced
that he will form another and poesi-
bly tiro companies to present the
Moody play in the southern and east-
ern cider.
the Ways," have been 'translated
from the Hebrew into Dearly all mod-
ern languages. He is coming here to
study the condition of the Jews in
this country, and !serge receptions in
his honor will be held. He is a Rus-
sian by birth and 31 years old. •
The reception of "The Merry Wid-I
ow," in New York was such as to
practically guarantee its run there
until hot weather, and Henry Savage  
has organized a second company to
play the Vienese Opera at the Co-
lonial theater, Chicago, epening De- I
(ember 1. Before coming to Chicago
the number two company, which is
said to be the equal of the New York
organization, wilt play for one week
in Nev York and, Gotham will enjoy
the unusual experience of having,
two companies under one manage-
ment offering the same entertainment '
In two playhouses,
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine:
Tablets. Druggists refund money it..
it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S,
nature is on each box. 25c.
Dr. Asher Ginsberg, the Jewish es-
sayist, -la about to visit America.,
Three volumes of his assays, publish-
ed under the Hole "lit the Parting of!
a-Mill11111811V 
Get Rid of Your Cold'
at the same eat
the best food on the
market.
C.SHNIDER'S
Chile Parlor
118 S. Fourth St.
Ladies and Gentlemen
RUBBER STAMPS
A r e bus i ness systemizers,
time savers and office necessi-
ties to the real business man.
Prices. Right,
The Diamond Stamp Wcrks
115 S. Third St. Plums 358.
The KeAnt tacky I
ONE WEEK
Starting Monday
NoVetTltmor
- 
Ladies free Monday.
Prices 10c,- 20c, 30c
The
DePew=Burdette
Stock Co.
20 PEOPLE 20
5 Big Vaudeville Acts 5
14 Great Plays 14
Opening play "An American Girl"
Tuesday night, "Man From Sweden."
Weripeaday tratisee, children tee;adults 20e.
,•(
•
4
I 4.
•
S •
4
a.
S
4
IT'S YO1 It KIDNE1S.
Don't elistake the Cause of Your
1'114)1'1)1r-se—A letilu Cid" ( 'if i24.11
MOMS HOW to Cure Them.
Mane people never suspect their
kidneys. If suffering from a lank,
weee or aching back they think that
• It .is only a muscular wearkereas; when
urleary trouble sets tn they thdak it
will soon correct itself. And so it Is
with all the other symptoms of kid-
ney d(oordierts. That is iiret where
the danger l4eo. You must the ie
troubles or they may lead t 1!.rieet
or Briget's disease. The b -t reer.erle
to use Is Doane. Keckney P le. It
cures all Els weldh are canoed by
week or diseased kkineyte. Padineat,
people teetify to permanent curve.
L. L. Davies, 219 Broadway,, Patlit-
eeh, Ky., eaytt: "1 have bee 'El greatly
benefited by the use of Dean's Kid-
ney Pills, which I •piocured at DuBois,
Seri & Co.'s drug store. I had our-
bred with backache for some time,
but a short use of Gels remedy proved
very satisfactory in re:teeing the
trouble. I ton recommend *Doan'.
Kidney Pilule very highly to those
Milk-tett in ths way."
For sate by all demieere. Pelee 50
ciente. Pottier-Silber:1, Co., Buffalo:
N. Y., sole agente for the United
States.a
Itemeruber the name--Doan's
and Like no other.
174"c5**4
iret.:-Ofe;e=k—
so.
6114:1*.1' IWO
•
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Mr., Rockefeller Has $100,000,000
in United States Government Bonds
New York, Met. lie—There is
current in Wall street the amazing re
port that Joni D. Reeleerller his
stowed away in the vaalts of the
etandare Trust company at a5 Broad
street, $100;e00,000 worth of govern
went bonds. If this be true—and
those who rebite the tale assert that
there can be no question about the
authenticity of its source—John D.
Rockefeller is creditor to the United
States government to thc extent of
little less than one-ninth of the in-
terest bearing debt of the people.
The aggregate of government inter-
est bearing debts is $925,158,650.
If it is 'true that Rockefeller is
hoarding $100,000,00-0 worth of•gov-
ernment bonds, the complaint of
bankers that they are unable to raise
currency, would beeni toshave con-
siderable weight.
Wealth in Great Steel Cavern.
• The vaults of the Standard Trust
company are the largest in New York.
It is said that Rockefeller has one
vault, or room of steel caverns as
large as the average business man's
office, and that in this room he keeps
his wealth locked up..
Rockefeller is said to have visited,
Wall street three times the last
month, and on each occasion is said
to have gone to his storing room and
taken out securities upon which mon-
ey has been raised. On one of thew
visits, it is reported, he showed two
visitors to the vaults hie hoard It
bonds.
Th.se men In the first flush of
their astonishment are said to have
to14 others what they had seen. In
that way the story gained circulation.
Wall Street Doubts Tale.
Concerning the statement that
Rockefeller owns $100,000,004) worta
of gelhernment bonds Wall streer
uhows a natural credulous spirit.
Here is the last statement of tele
United States treasury, showing in-
terest bearing debt:
Consols of 193‘), 2 per.
cent  $595,942,350
Loans of 1908-1918, 3
per cent  63,945,440
Funded loan of 1967" 
4 per cent
Refunding certificates
per cent 
Loans of 1925, 4 per
cent  118,489,900
Panama canal loans  3.0,000,000
 116,755,550
el I
21,390
Total debt  $925,158,650
There are United States bonds in
deposit in the United States treaeury
to se.eire circulation to the value of
$524,036,980. Bonds on band and
with the treasurer to secure public
deposits amount to $109,85'.),438.
This takes a tetal st W3,10,7,418
out of the hands of iehe public accord-
ing to the statement issued on Dec.
1. 1906. ,*
Subtracting this from the approvi-
mate. total interest bearing debt of
$925,04(4;001) in government bonds
outstanding. Of these bonds the
Wall street report wants those who
hear it to believe that John D. Rock-
efeller owns etorieeoterire, worth.
HEADTOFOOT OUTFITTERS
1 NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS.
Any judge of clothing can
tell the difference between the
high-quality garments that,
make up this stock and the
other kind, but there are a
great many buyers who, are
not good judges of the super-
ior points of this class of mer-
chandise. The test comes
with is little wear. Our gar-
ments being substantially built
and hand-tailored stand up
and keep their shape under
rough usage. Every stitch,
every fibre is guaranteed.
Besides, we guarantee to
save you money on every ar-
ticle bought of us.
Our expenses are less and
this we give our customers the
benefit of.
Suits $5 to $18
Overcoats $5 to $18
Save money by buyinrr
your overcoat, suit, hat, shoes,
shirts, neckwear and under-
wear here.
We have quit the Loan bus-
iness and are closing out our
entire stock of unredeemed
pledges in watf.hes and guns.
B. Michael'
211 BROA0wAY
 aloommi
The Evening Sun— -10c. a week.
The Repel,' eontro commission
at Lexington contest papers in
the circuit court ligidEFit all Demo-
critic municipal officers from maeor-
e'ect John Skatn down. The (+Met
grounds for contest recited are al-
leged frauds at the regular and sup-
-pientetitery -relgietrationee - inmate eve
districtg of city, and ineireklation
of voters be ponce at ttfe polls on
registration and election days.
The,stateMent of the New York
:clearing hotree banks for the past
week Avows that the barske bold
!$53,666,950 lest; than the require-
' mends of the 25 per cent TfeerVe
run. This is a decrease of $1,742,-
325 in the proportionate cash re-
serves as compared with the previous
l ereek.
Tobacco growers of Harrison noun-
1 t- nnteched through the streets of
Cynthiana yesterday, notifying all
el:rayons that they must not buy to-
r boom. or if they did they must take
;the consequences. One or two of the
'buyers replied that they intended to
remt Mire buying.
The monvosent which will be erect-
ed to the memory of William Goebel
bete been completed and the commit-
tee which had its sonetruct ion in
charge at a meeting in Fraseklfort. do-
aided to hold the ceremonies unveil-
iliac it in May, the exact date to be
.fixed later.
Attorney General Jackson, of New
York, gave out a statement to the
l effeet that he had found evidences of
jelvil and criminal. liability in We in-
vestigation of the Borough bank of
'Brooklyn and the Jenkins Trust com-
• pany. also of ,11rooklyn.
A receiver was appointed for the
Enterprise Transportation company.
of Worcester, Mass., which haa been
engaged in running a Hoe of passen-
ger and freight steamers -between
Providenee, Fall River, Newport and
New York.
In a divorce suit filed at Bedford,
Ddith Logan. a bride of e_ week,
charges that she was forced to marry
to save the life of her lover, whose
life was threatened unless she would
agree to marry her present husband.
President Roosevelt • indieated to
Ser.ator McCumixo of North Dekota,
thnt hIs message to congrase would
contain a rerom mendat ion for ?ed
emit inepection, of grain entering into
interstate commerce.
A dispatch roeeiod at Tokio from
Talboku. (stand of-Formosa, says that
a band of outlaws attacked the gov-
ernneen4 officers there and killed tee
peresone. The outlay:le were dispersed
with great loss of life.
Viscount Kaneko. preselect of the
-Fteternotionaliitireeitiee -40.-be bald
Tokio in 1812, wil 'give a dimmer to
foreign a neba Feather's and Inhilactecs
to Japen at Tokio, Tuesday, Novem-
ber 19.
The jury at Hahnville, La., in the
case of Leonardo and Nic,olina Gob
his, charged with complicity. in the
kidnaping and minder of Walter La-
Meant brought In a verdict of gutitY•
A man in Ohio has started a boom
for Augustus E. Wilteon for the Re-
pu Mikan nomination for prealde_nt
and Maysvitle• ffepublIcans are join-
ing in the game.
Strieken with apoplexy a few hours
after serving in Philadebtphia, former
Judge William R. Brewer, of Balti-
more, was found deed In his room at
a hotel. • _
Owing to the recrudeerenee of
Minor outbreaks in the section a
Korea, south of Seoul.. troops, have
been gent to reinforce the patrol In
that district.
Major Frank McLaughlin. a promi-
nent politician and capitalist of Santa
Cruz, Car., committed suicide sifter
having fatally shot his daughter.
14r. Moncure D. Conway, the detin-
guished American author, died sud-
denly In Parke Denth was due to an
Internet hemorrhage.
Col. E. W. Lillard. representative-
elect from Boyle county, has decided
to make the rare for speaker of Hee
Neese.
The campaign for state-wide .pro-
tribition In Tennessee was opened in
Naettiere.
Rusty—Ale miss, I feel one o' me
fits coming on. Dolly—Gotelness. I
hope you're not going to have it
kere? Rusty—That's just wot 1
wants to see you about. For the
small sum of tuppence I'll go some-
where else and have It—Ally Sloper's
Half Holiday.
Rio de Janeiro lias only artificial
ire and only one factory to make it.
with an equipment that is not up to
date. The ice Is sold by grocers at
-ewe* '2 1 (-eeez a pound.
UNJUST TAX PLAN
DECISION OF TAX
COMMISSIONERS
IS discussing tax questions in Ken,
tuck), and elsewhere, frequent refer-
ence is made to the "general property
tax." This is the kind, of system
Kentucky has in force. It is the sys-
temthat is in force in most of the
states. 
Briefly, the general property tax is
a uniform ad valorem tax levied upon
all classes of property alike, regard-
less of the nature, of the earning ee,\.
pacity or of the tangible or intangible
character of the property. .The taxing
authority of a state, for instance, will
levy a tax oft() cents. This tax is to
fall erect) every kind of property alike.
Everything of value, whether real es-
tate, money in bank, notes, bonds,
mortgages, shares of stuck, live stock,
wagons, carriages, eeyeiry, furniture.
any !fort of personal property, or frau-
chews of corporations is called prop-
erty and nitro pay this tax. This is
the general property tax The general
Property tax is, there!, ee the levying
of it uniform ad valorem tax on all'
property for all purresere
As distinct from this system Is the
lostere of classifying proi I-ahem;
elate revenues from one keel of prop-
erty. county revereps front another
kind Of properly and city revenues
from still another keel. amid also the
reeling of revenues l,y special taxes
of VtaiOU'4 kinds Tee argument in
the tax world oelay is betweee these
,t7ntr iresysterrai of raishig the public rev-
.
The Kentucky system Is the general
proeerty tax. Our constitution binds
its to the levy of a uniform ad valorem
tax on ell property of every kind for
all purposes. If a piece. of property
located in the city is taxed for one
purpose, it must he taxed tor all. If
It Is a property earning 4; pef cent re-
turn to its owner. it must ray the
same tax as propere. veering 20 ewe
cent If it Is a keel that ran be re-
moved or.hidilen it is taxed the same
teg_reel estate—if it can he found. No
distinction is made en any account
whatever; all property must pay the
same rate.
This sound e like a very fair system,
and in theory, it is fairness itse:.f. But
Its operation, in the opinion of those
who ireve howled the euestimelot in
Kentucky only but ra ('Vet)' Mta!l. In
the Union, has not borne out the
promise made for it. The system has
been abandonedin Peureolvania, Con-
necticut, Delaware, New Jersey, Wis-
e-mein. Oregon, and partially In a num-
ber of other states. The rapid ten-
dency of the states is to get away
from it, as impossible and impracti-
cable. Neariy every state that has a
tax commission has declared itself
very frankly on this question. A large
number of states have within the last
few years apppointed tax commissions
to carefully study the methods of rais-
ing public revenues and. almost In-
variably, the reports of these connuls-
shins have denounced the general
property tax system, the system that
we have in Kentucky, as being absurd,
Impossible of enforcement and unjust
in ite operation.
Denounced by Supreme Court.
The seer eme court of the United
States leads the way in denouncing
the system. In its opinion in the case
of the Paeitic Exptess Co. vs. Seibert,
the court said:
"This court has repeatedly laid
down the doctrine that diversity of
taxation, both with respect to the
amount imposed and the various spe-
cies of property selected either for
bearing its burdens or being exempt
from them, is not Inconsistent with a
perfect uniformity and equality of tax-
ation in the proper sense of those
(onus; and that a system which im-
poses the same tax upon every species
of property, irrespective of its nature
or condition or class, will be destruc-
tive of the principle of uniformity and
equality in taxation and of a Just
adaptation of property to its burdens"
An Illinois tax commission has de-
clared that the uniform ad valorem
general property tax, the system that
we have also in Kentucky, "is de-
bauching to the conscience and sub-
versive /•, ,e., e relic morals—a IICE001
'
for perjury, prom ece by law."
An ohp tax co (salon has de-
flounced it as "impoa unjust bur-
dens on the man who is crupulously
honest," and Ohio is euga in an
effort to-get rid of it.
A New Hampshire tax comer ion
deplores its eceleruptiug and denier
izing influence."
A New York tax eotnraission says:
"It puts a premium on perjury and a
penalty on Integrity."
In an address to the general assem-
bly of Maryland, Richard T. Ely, one
of the greatett of our publicists, said:
"The one uniform tax on all property
as an exclusive source of revenue
never has wonted see in any modern
community or state in the entire)civ
ilized world, though it has been tried
thousands of times, and althougn all
the mental resources of able men have
beeu employed to make it work well"
Prof. E. A. Angell, late tax courtlier-
stoner of Ohio, said in an article in
the- intlepeedent: "The imiirect results
of the ore-littler' of tte• low hire been
to drive away tat o- nias s of reettaI
note the Stale. It '.; 41 that at
least $200.0000.0J1 :les been lost to
!leveler:41 elem. urel as LIIUC I Mom'.
to Ci:1(.i:1 •
Appendicitis.
Is due hi a large measure to abuse of
the bowels, by employing drastic
purgatives. To avoid all danger, use
only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the
safe, gentle _cleansers and invigora-
tors. Guaranteed for headache, bil-
iousness, malaria and jaundice, at
all druggists, 25c.
Photographic. Tricks.
A recent iseue of the "Welt
Spiegel" has a striking picture of e
group of five men in, mountain-clime
ing eostume. They are all stati-dir
on narrow ledges which project fee
an almost perpendicular morel
side. Beneath the picture (ill' I.
read: "Does it not make one die,
to look at this group?" Still it
not taken in the clear mountain. a:
but in a photographer's studio, .
fact which no one save an expel
could discover. The men will 111
doubtedly show the picture to derive
strate their ability as mobnin I.
climbers and their great "couraie
—New York Tribune.
'Way the Lord help you make
Ruckilen's Arnica Salve known to
all," writes J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel,
Hill, N. C. It quickly took the pain
out of a felon for nie and cured it in
a wonderfully short time." Best oni
earth for sores, burns and wounds
!Sc at all druggists.
$2.70
Worth of Sanitol
Toilet Prepara-
tions for
1.00
We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let us explain
this remarkable offer to
you. .
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
Both phones 756.
S. H. WINSTEAD
Ilruggiot
Seventh and Broadway
Aucounts of Individual and firms solicited. We
small as well as large depositors and accord to all
courteous treatment.
NOTICE
P 1GE
All Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.
HEREA FT ER
Roller Skates
We have just received
a large stock of Rich-
ardson ball bearing
with aluminum wheels,
Union --fictw; Company
bill bearing with steel
roller. S. • •
L. W. HENNEBEINER CO.
INCOWPteafeATED
"The House of Quality"
422-4:4 BROADWAY BOTH PHONES Jo
•
W. F. Paxton,
—President.
R. Rudy, P Puryear,
Cashier. Assistant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SHIMS BANK
 rated
Capital •  $100,000
Surplua   50,000
Stockholders liabilIty.. ..  100,000
Total security to depositors $2.10.000
appreciate
the same
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN le VTURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 5 _O'CLOCK.
_Third and Broadwa‘,
RED MEN'S HALL, NORTH FOURTH STREET
Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday and Monday Evenings, November 20, 21, 23, 25, at 8:15 O'clock
Free Exhibition of the
MARVELOUS WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
•
With complete set of wireless instruments; sending messages throug,h walls, ringing fire alarms, lighting electric
lights, blowing fog sirens and operating railway switch signals, all without the use of wires.
THE MOST WONDERFUL INVENTION OF THE AOEmINSTRUMENTS ON VIEW 10 A. M. to 1 P. M.
Children Not Admitted Unless Accompanied By Parents
1
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN MONDAY, NOVEMBER tit.
Z15:: tabucab Sun.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY. -
THE SI'S PUBLISHING ("UNITAS]
1N CONNOR AIMED
F. M. FISHER, President.
It. J. PAXTON. General Manager.
Antacid at the postoffice at Paducah.
Ky. as second class matter.
_
111.11ISCIIIPTION RATES!'
TDB DAILY IIIIN
By Carrier, per week le
By mall. per month, in advance..  26
By mall, per year. In advance... 42 60
TUB 1410EKLY SUN
Tor year. by mall, postage paid.. $1.50
Address THE SUN. Paducah. Ky....
Office, 116 South Third. Phone 251
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
York, representatives.
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
egg please:
St. D. Clements & Co.
Van Culla Bros.
Palmer House.
NIONDAY, No1 F:miwit
CIRCULATION ST tTEMENT.
November-1007.
1 4028 17 8875
4254 18 3872
8 3888 19 3876
4 3917 21 3859
3910 22 3851
 3911 23 3849
8 3909 24 4063
9 3963 25 4144
3971 26 4147
11 3960 28 4137
12 3958 29 4138
14 3940 30 3861
15 3923 31 4289
16 3908
Total 
Average, October, 1907 
Average. October, 1906 
Personally appeared before me.thts
November 2nd, 1907, R. D. MacM11-
len, bualness manager of The Sun
who affirms that the above state-
ment of th! circulation of The Sun
for the month of iber, 1907,
ts true to the be. of his knowledge
and belief.
PETER PCRYEAR, Notary Public.
My commission expires January 22,
1908.
in brief is, that Mrs. A. M. Bradley
and Senator Brown, of Utah, formed
a shameful alliance during the Aire
time of Mrs. Brown. They lived to-
gether afterward and then Senator
Brown determined to marry another
woman. They had two children, and
when Mrs. Bradley learned that she
was to be discarded, she abut Senator
thrown with the weapon he had given
her to protect herself against • the
threatened attack of Mrs. Brown, (if
course, Senator Brown merited death
and no one feels sorry for him. If
Mrs Bradley wanted him to marry
her for the sake of her 130118' name,
she was justified in going to almost
any length, although we can't figure
out just how those sons are benefited
by the death of Brown and the ex-
posure of their shame. Probably
the woman was driven insane, and
under the circumstances, no human
being could have the heart to tines-
her hung. If Mrs. Brown were a!i%
undoubtedly she would say MT-s.
Bradley is receiving a deserved pun-
ishment. Peer our part, we object to
calling the sentiment of Mrs. Brad-
ley toward Brown "Love." It is most
too holy a name to be used in connec-
tion with a couple of beasts.
We give men a second chance.
Why can't a woman have a /second
chance? Is the modern cry. Well, it
has its compensations.. If a woman
hasn't a second chance to reform, the
knowledge of the fact keeps woman -
standard high above that of man's
Perhaps, if we didn't give man such
an easy chance the second and third
and fourth times, he might hesitate
about going astray in the first place
A Cairo preacher seems to be ter
tibly worried about what they're go-
ing to light fires in hell with; but we
hazard the guess there will be some
fellow on hand with a cigarette In
case of emergency.
-------o 
We still stand by our position: If
107400 th e women desire the suffrage anti
demand it are entitled to it and will39 8
4018 giq 
it. But it will improve neither
the women nor the men nor the goy-
, r•ment. Women are jest as able
to vote, as men, and just as much in-
t« rested in good government—some
of them, and some in
shich Mrs. R. la Penn was driving
dos n a hill nearlifown's station last
evening about d o'clock, the horse be
came frightened and ran away, dam-
aging the buggy and throwing the oc-
cupants, Mrs. Penn and her four-
year old daughter, out. Mrs. Penn
had tossed her baby tit) a bank at
the roadside when she realized her
predicament. The baby was laugh-
ing when it was picked up. and while
the little girl was stunned, she is all
right today. Mrs. Penn sustained a
fracture of the collar bone and
shoulder blade on the left side and Is
tmffering excruciating pain today.
Dr. ..T. D. Robertson attended their
injuries.
YOU DON'T HAVE To WA IT
leery dose makes you teelhetter. Lax-Fos
keeps your whole ,nsides right. sold On She
money-baek plan reerywnere. Price bU caus.
"Do You believe that love is blind?"
"It may be during courtship, but
not after marriage."
"What has your wife caught you at
now?"-- Houston Post.
BLINDFOLDED
A Mystery Story
of San Francisco
BY
EARLE ASHLEY WALCOTT
etAn•wrImInt Is lt.• nerri(L en.)
(Continued from last Issue.)
CHAPTER XIII.
A Day of Grace.
Resolve, shame, despair, fought with
each other in the tumult In my mind
as I passed between the bronze lions
and took my way down the street.
I was called out of my distractions
with a sudden start as though a buck-
bad govern- et of cold water had been thruwn over
-Tormign t -had Troreeded not twantrafeeta
the ballot, if when I saw two dark forms across the
street. They had, it struck me, been
waiting for eav appearance, for one
ran to join the other and both hasten-
ed toward the corner as though to be
ready to meet me.
I could not retreat to the house of
the Wolf that loomed forbiddingly be.Daily Thought.
_Every choice in life is an Impact
that determines the shape of charac-
ter.
That 111.00,040,41.010 worth of gov-
ernment bonds will make a nice nest
egg for John D. Rockefeller.
Chairman Torn Taggar: has called
the oattonal Demo-'rata committee to
meet at French Lick Springs this
month. Would advise usual contrib-
utors to make no campaign contribu-
tions prior to the adjournment of
that meeting.
There was a feeling appeal made
to the school teachers of the state to
support the present administration.
atter before the election: and and now
they have waited two weeks for their
first quarter's pay, after a long vaca-
tion. The. condition imposes an act-
ual hardship on some poor peda-
gozties. 'and surely if any laborer is
worthy of hisaire. II ls the underpaid
country school teacher. The whole
community must resent this almost
criminal lack of consideration for
thotte, she are doing most to raise
the standard of citizenship.
PADUCA Ha; eNeee
Conditions now present themselves,
which make it all -the more import-
ant that Paducah should extend her
boundaries westward. Tirtit city
should take all neeeesary steps to
make as good showing as possible in
the census of.19111. That 4-4,waug will
fix the city's status for five years, at
least, tnd to an extent for ten. 'The
little crimp taken in industrial de-
velopmeto will retard prozress for a
season. ConeeqUently. Paeluuth moat
not take any chances <et showing a
loss or wepracticiTstand still for the
44= acad-P-faet coming to a etose. Fine
hornet., and numerotis cottages ha‘e
sprung up, like mushrooms in a wet
woodes west of Pacheah: and there
are. perhaps, 2.60.o people in the con-
tiguous territory extendleg to the
line of Wallace park and the western
hills. If the corporation line were
drawn straight along there. it vemid
take in what properly bee-sm.:A to Pa-
ducah and make the western corpor-
ation line equal to The natural bound-
ary. Those people enjoy all the ad-
vantages of the city. They do busi-
ness here, and some of them. indeed.
like to vote in the city. Why should
they by building a few feet or rods
to the westward escape their just
Rh.hro of the 7.•ost of the convenieneee,
whirer-These enjoy The property will
add immeneely to the assesed values
of the city and their pro rata will go
to swell the taxes, while the fami-
lies will add to Paducah's showing in
the census. It requires time to ex-
tand the corporation line of a city.
It is probable that there will be some
objection to It. though why, one can
not understand. If Palucah is to
make the showing her growth west-
ward deserves, steps mute be taken
at once, AR there are two years only
to-wit-Feb to romplete- tire -work.
Another of those Tuisty Melodramas
of real life ii. being enacted in the
Washington court*. and there is a
deal of mledireeted !sentiment being
wasted on it. The story of the case
open-faced,
No man ever wanted anything as
badly as he dues when he finds out
that his Illy :5 after R.
"I understand the house has lute
past-eel through a crisis." "ass, It
changed office boys."--Str Louis Post
Diefoteh.
Magistrate (to accuse11—You are
charged with having tried to palm off
a piece of bad money on this wine
merchant. Accused Well, sir, I had
his wine analyzed, and it was .
much adulterated. so I thought I wee
faTite justified in giving him a piece
of had money for It.--aaus Loisirs.
"Do you think I eharge you such
an awful price for board. Mr. Star-
boa rder 7"
"Yes, madam, but you are justified
in so doing."
"In charging an aeful price?"
.s.L'yeeres_marlatu. tlel'all:•W it is awful
boarding, you know."—Houston Post.
.4 I ,,,,,d Itra•ms.
,
I ,
•
6 attsee
tiL.bataiiinster Now. you elear-
:y natier•taud the reateen why I•nt go-
Ii, van, tel. don't you%
stl.'.;4!!.. I ..111 01. IniIiiiiP;i•eight charn-
el ele ,dr. It's becatise you're n
iteayywei;Jit and I'm only a bantam.
Prosit!
Here's a health to yon. otetTelTowi
Drink her down!
T:11 you're comfortably mellow,
Drink her down!
Here's a tongue that's parcheds end
baking •
Arid a hand that's hot and shalting.
And a morning head that's aching,
rink her down!
Here's sie:cess to soli, old chaPPla!
Drink her down!
Just got gloriously happy:
Drink her down!
Here's your precious time all trifled
And your energies quite stifled
And your brains of wisdom rifled!
Drink her down!
Well, here's happiness, old crony!
.Drink her down!
afere's your best friend's
• stony!
-Drink her downt
When you get to seeing double
How,your happiness will bubble!
Walla here's poverty sad trouble!
Drink per down!
--Chicago News.
glances
.4
hind me. There was nothing to do but
a right to deny them
they demand it.
THE JOKESMITH.
Money makes the mare go and
mareage make.s the money go.
Talkative women are naturally
to go forward and trust to my good
fortune. and I shifted my revolver to
tke side-pocket of my overcoat as I
stepped briskly to the corner. Then
I stopped under the lamp-post to re-
connoiter.
Me two men who had roused my
apprehensions did not offer to cress
the street, but slackened their pace
and strolled slowly along on the other
side. I noted that it seemed a long
way between street-lanips tht reabouts.
I could see none between the one un-
der which I was standing and the
brow of the hill below. Then it oc-
curred to me that this circumstance 
yer-v--artgarrialift-naralaMe caprice of the
street department of the city govern-
ment, but to the thoughtfulness of the
gentlemen who were paving such
close attention to my affairs. I de-
cided that there were better ways to
get down town than were offered by
Pine street.
To the south the cross-street
stretched to Market with an unbroken
array of lights, and as my unwary
watchers had disappeared in the dark-
ness, I hastened down the incline with
so little regard for dignity that I found
myself running for a Sutter street car
—and caught it, too. As I swung
on the the platform I looked back; but
I saw no sign of skulking figures be-
IVO\ se4111"41111111.4111041 Inks •411411
SWEATER SETS ROB
BOIS AND GIRIA.
The little folks get lots of
service from the sweaters In 0
itheir play—skating, football
and kindret_sports.
We are showing some pret-
ty things in sweater sets',—
toque and sweaters in blue
and white neixed—$2.60 a i
set.
$1.50 .buys an excellent
garment In coat RtYIPS, in red
and biotic and red and-Oxford.
0
$1.00 buys a good value
garment In blue or blue and
white. • W
INVe litive.sorne pretty toques 
•at 25e, :::;e. Inc and n Ile.
HARNESS BROKE AND fore the ear swept past the corner and
WOMAN BADLY HURT.i blotted the Street from sight.
Wheh the harness broke on a horse
The eicident gase ale a distaste for
the idea of going pack to Henry Wit-
ton's room at this time of the night
SO. at Montgomery street I stepped
lute the Lick house, whele I felt reas-
onably sure that I might get at least
one night's sleep, from from the haunt-
ing fear of the assassin.
But, once more safe, the charms of
Luella Knapp again claimed the major
part of my thoughts, aud when I went
to sleep le was with her scornful words
ringing iu my ears. I slept soundly
until the morning sun peeped into the
roust) with the cheerful announcement
that a new day was born.
In the fresh morning air and the
bright moruing light, I felt that I
miele have been unduly suspicious
aLLI had tied from harmless citizens;
and I was ashamed that I had lacked
courage to returu to Henry's room as
I made my way thither for a 'change
it clothes. I thought better of toy de-
however, as I stepped within
the 0:,loolny walls of the house of ni3 b.
tery anti my footfalls echoed through
the chilling silence of the halls. And
1 lust all regret over my night's lack
of courage when I reached my ,door.
11 was swung an inch ajar, and as I
approuched I thought I saw it move.
"I'm certain I locked it," was my
inward comment.
I stopped short and hunted iny re-
volver from any ovelcoat pocket.
was nervous for, a moment, and ahgry
at the inattentiou that might have
cost me my life.
"Who's there?" I demanded.
No reply.
I gave a knock on the door at long
reach
There was no sound and I gays' it a
push that sent it open while I
prudently kept behind the fort meat ion
of the casing. As no develiipinents
billowed this move. I peeped through
the door in cautious investis4tIon. The
room was quite empty, and I walked
in.
The sight that met my eyes was as-
tonishing. Clothes. bootee pal.-s,
were scattered over the floor and bed
ano chairs. The carpet had Mem
partly lined up, the mattress torn
apart, the closet cleared out, and
t‘ery corner of the room had beet)
rannacked.
It was clear to my Qt. that this
was no ordinary case of rebbery. The
search, It was evident, was not for
money and jewelry alone, and bulkier
property had been despised.. The men
ho had torn the place to pieces must,
I surmised, have been after papers of
some kind.
I came at once to the conclusion
that I had been favored by a visit
from my friends, the enemy. As they
had failed to find me ip, they had
looked for some written memoranda
of the object of their search.
I knew well that they had found
nothing among the clothing or papers
that Henry had left behind. I had
searched through these myself, and
the sole document that could bear on
the mystery was at that moment fast
in my Inside pocket. I was inclined to
'scout the idea that Henry Wilton had
leaden anything under the carpet or
in the mattress, or in any secret place.
The threads of the mystery were car-
ried in his head, and the correspond-
ence, if there had been any, was de
stroyed.
As I NW Plwarpti in pntfing the
room to rights the doer swung bark,
and I jumped to my feet to face a
man who stood on the threshOld.
"Hello!" he cried. "House-cleaning
span?"
It was Dicky Naha and he paused
with a smile on his face.
"Ah, Dicky!" I said with an effort
to keep out of my face and voice the
enspicions I bad gained from the In-
cidents of the visit to the Barton
place. "Entirely unpremeditated, I as-
sure you."
"Well, you're making a thorough
job of it," he said with a laugh.
-Fact Is." said I ruefully, "I've been
entertaining angels—of the black kind
—unawares. I was from home last
night, and I find that somebody has
made himself free with my property
while I was away."
"Whew!" whistled Dicky.
they were after you."
I gave Dicky a sidelong glance in a
vain effort to catch more of his mean
ing than was conveyed by his words.
"Shouldn't be surprised," I replied
dryly, picking up an armful of bool.s.
"I'd expect them to-.be looking for me
In the book-shelf or inside the mat-
tress-cover, or under the carpet."
DIckly laughed joyously.
"Well, they did rather turn things
upside down," lie cbuckled. 'Did they
get anything?" And he fell to helping
me zealously.
"Not that I can find out," I replied.
"Nothing of value, anyhow."
"Not any paper, or anything of that
sort?" asked Dicky anxiously.
'Dicky, my boy," said I; "there are
two kinds of.fools. The other is the
man who writes his business on a
sheet of paper and forgets to burn it."
"Guess
"Gad, you're getting a turn for epto
gram! You'll be writing for the Argo-
smut first we know."
"Well, you'll allow me a shade of
common sense, won't you?"
"I don't knOw,".said Dicky, consid-
ering the proposition doubtfully. "It
might have been awkward if you hail
left anything lying about. But if you
had real good sense you'd have had
the guards here. What are you pay-
ing them for, anyhow?"
I saw difficulties In the way of ex-
plaining to Dicky why S had not or
dered the guards on duty.
"Oh, by the way," said Dicky sud-
denly, before a suitable reply had
come to we; "bow about the scads—
spondulicks—you know? Yesterday
was pay-day, but you didn't show up."
I don't know whether may jg
dropped or not. My spirits certainly
ditL
(To be continued in next hisse.)
CASHIERS' CliECILS FROM ANY LOCAL RINK OR TRUST COMP;NY GOOD AS CASH HERE
CHOICE OVERCOATS
What a welcome friend is a satis-
fictory overcoat!
There is no garment a Man wears
that he appreciates so much as a 1- and-
some fitting, luxuriously lined Overcoat,
made from a high grade KersPy or
Melton.
When it hangs at the right place-- is draped
just right— when comfort and elegance speak in
every carve and the style is absol utely correct, the
— man who owns
Feels He Has a Prize
Our medium or knee length Coats have first place in popularity.
All other wanted styles, of course.
Coats at $12.50 and $15 up to $20 and $25
If you follow the steps of most good dressers, you'll come here
for your new Winter Overcoat. •
1 he Clothing Store that Carries the
UNION STOKE CARD
323
Broadway
323
Broadway
VOICE OF PEOPLE
efoNEY, CIIF:('KS .tNI) TIIE
11.8 N S.
The ledter of 'the Sun:
Tias is a matter, we le.ileire, that
'he public must need to understand
better. and to know more about.
The country has absolutely the
sante amouut of nionee It always bad,
with the additioa of over witty titil-
lates of gored which Iran besin imported
front Europe. since the b.-gaming of
be prevent condstams.
Checks are the most tese4 anti the
meet fa:allele sort of motley at all
little& Heretofore, 911 per cent of
Paducah's bushiest., and probatey the
game proport Ion (e! t cols teteees it
get:oral, hae been tatensorte es-
-hocks as the nuellem of excaanee.
When everybody realiz,e the tam-
;tacky of it, a., .ors, borrow-
ers, tamers. inechatecs, 'steely car-
ra-rs, and the trades and psofessione
nIl finally handle bank cashiers'
erh.crks.
Th(- Paducah kin-ks could cast all
rheeke with cash if that were adviaa-
els, but that wood simply help the
et oTlelug 1st a ffere. Real money must
.* kept free, or at the beck of checks
ZO preterit strisigeney. There ie but
a few cents oyes $31 for each person
in this great, prosperous country of
urs. If it. were divided up equally,
nut, by the system of checks, the
money of the coulary j8 11.111 over
and (wee again in a day and the
actually money need never leave the
:Jenks where you and other deposit-
"I'S put it, so it Is )our duty as pa-
I rastic citie.ens to put all the money
that you can epties In your bank.
Kell, HA RBOUR.
CHRIST IS RISEN
THEME CT SERMON
(Continued from page one.)
he paced his lonely beat around the
Osteopathy's Itecomniendat hem.
Niorie and more . each day °stee-
p:cher is conking  into its own, as ite
Merits heroine better known. and
nowhere * this better evident-ad- than
here in Paditacti.
in 
•
bilatasasa you are teed that the
article that has merit repeats—that
is, is demanded over and over agate:
Isst am thy cer to contains 1h45 ele-
m el) t of succees,—R repeats over and
ever apatite The people who have
tried it appreciate it and resort to it
when they again need it, and, whet
as encouraging, have no hesitancy
In recommending it to t heir f fiends.
I number among my present and
former patrons some of the best peo-
ple of Paducah, and can refer you at
any time to. asie'. of them as to the
virtues of nw treatment.
If you are euffering of nenweesness
in any of las forms. rhen mit ism, noel
ralgiaechroolnlaadesehea, Aver, -stom-
ach or bowel' trinities, tumbago. em-
it .tif Eittr, "lsr:
attm.pnra, 1(4 sic enefer etratN !so ;Ind
tell you fraelele arse who/ I ewe do
by for you. 15R. CI. D. FROMM.'
1 
_p_oADWAV -I
ourrirveriblIrtgAtropriysi• Too always Can measure a
  —........... ,the things that prevoke him
11°4111aseillisMaeselet°14110'"ollumsee i °went*
man
to mer- 516 Broadway (apstatris). Phone strengthen our faith and brighten
i 1407. 
loaf hones."
CUT PRICE (ILA)THI
WENT.
This Is the sto)r.. for men who
DEPART-
KNOW $25 SUITS
when they ale. priced at $15. It's a
shame that any man shouldn't know
when it's so easy to learn.
HARBOUR'S CLOTHES AT 11110
AND $12.
Amazingly better than any other
store sells at these prkee. Plenty
of them in size to fit most every
man. Sooner or later every thrifty
man is, going to wear Harbour's
elothes. It's a good time to begin
Iltlw
$1 Railroad Overalls for flac
This- is the store where
ALL MONEY LOOKS ALIKE,
Where checks are treated the same
as money.
It is Paducah's greatest store
where all merchandise is priced at
Money Saving real ORA Prices.
This is a bargain week in SHOES
and BURBERS. A bargain week
throughout the store.
1:4•w tomb of Softeph of Aramathea,
Goui sent an angel front heaven to
roll away the alone and Josue of Naz-
ereth, by his own divine power, came
forth conqueror of death, hell and
the grave.
"Infidels and enemies of our faith
realizing the power and importance
of this doctrine have sought by vari-
ous subterfuges to discredit it and to
east a feelin of doubt 'about it.
Their tli,o2rios may be summed op
intei two principles ones: Tale theory
of the swoon and that of hallucina-
tion., They With fail to answer some
most important questions and fall
down on the most essential points,
"Leaving out the matter of the di-
vine inspiration of the record of the
resiirrection. there Is no more strong-
ly attested fact in all history than
thgt Christ arose frona the dead. In
all, alift witnesses, whose testimony
hats never been Impeached, testify
without a single flaw, break or dis-
cord in the testimony that Jesus
Christ really arose from the dead.
This fact being settled what does it
mean to us and wherein is the im-
portance of it?
"It. prres beyond the shadow of a
doubt that Jesus of Nazereth was
the Christ, 'the Son of the living God,
and therefore the World's Redeemer
my hope and your hope of eternal
salvation.
"It assures us further: flint in
Christ salvation was completed. Not
one thing left undone, nothing for
man to add to it by any physical act,
merit or ability of his own. It brings
to our hearts also the blessed assur-
ance that our bodies, too. shall arise
If Christ arose from the dead—and
lie did--we shall rime one day. Tho'
we shall sleep in the duet of the erh
or the waters of the sea, God's
clarion blast shall awaken us and his
eone auddaughteis Or emu age ham I
righteous Abel to the.laet one whet
trelmrvirsti- arise end Nero
He Took the Floor.
-Thomas Taggart, chairman of the
last Democratic campaign committee,
tells of a political meeting he once at
tended when the little•word "again,"
which apparently has onthing partic-
ularly humorous about it, sufficed to
throw a large assemblage into fits of
laughter.
One of the speakers, a dignified
State senator of solemn niien, had the
misfortune. when he tried to take a
seat, to miss his (*hair and sprawl at
full length on the floor. The acci-
dent itself occasioned mild mirth, es-
pecially as the 111tfortunate senator
was a tail man and teeetned to cover
the entire floor in his frantic efforts
to rise.
When at last it came Lis turn to
speak, the presiding officer intro-
duced him in these words:
"Ladies and gentlemen, Senator
Metal.. etll at.,ats rage the floor."
At. this the assemblage went into
paroxysms and for some minutes
there was a tremendous cheering,
stamping edit clapping of hands. The
senator had never before met with so
enthusiastic a reception,
—"after many days" you may be
able to eel' it (that house, or horme,
or household furniture) without tim-
ing a classified ad. But you will nest
receive its full value--for you will
not have found your hest market.
The period of ha-libation is i•hortestt
With humming birds. being ten days.
ACE 
tramping .before His throne. Mae
dela glorious doarine *inspire - out
hearts, nirve us for rabbi' pervke, I
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
THE
Sun Job Rooms
P%one
Does all kinds of printing
We have the men who know
how to do your work just as
It should be done, and we
ntake an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any print-
ing'—probanly we ,can sive
you some rialsx, We know
we can give you satisfactory
work, and give it to.- you
promptly,
•
• 4
4
4
11 MONDAY, NOVENflinit is. •
•-•
We are agents for
Xeiser
fiYeeluyear
• for Ladies, and no
place else can you
buy such dainty and
attractive neck fix-
, ings. Let us show
you.
LOCAL NEWS
 to-
CONFIDENCE
IS MANIFesrED IN PROSPERITY
oi,, car
People .Are Skeptical nf %Van Street,
But They Believe Iii Seumlness
, of Conditions.
New York. Nov. 1S.-A condition
,)r affairs has been develepin.g in the
mire:hare of stocks in Waal street dur-
ing the last Otter months whiter has
e(own so prottuontsed in the last fee 
needay. December 4, at the potteatutge
-- weette as to amaze vet iv Walt 
The Rem. Father Jansen wail perform
Is
given by any transfer company In
0 America. Fine carriages for special street men. It has been brought home 
the ceremony. Miss Akers is a popu-
Occasions on short notice; also elee to all who have watched the Stock bar 
young woman of the aouth side.
4 gent livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.lExclatties and'rnade them realize that She fcrineri) 
residOd hi Livingitoft
Southern Relief ball, to tak,• place
4 
1
4 -Forms for real estate agents for if the eonadence of the public lass seal 
county, where she is witittiy known.
a here in January."
tale at this office • uncertain as to certain phases of tint Mr' 
Codernan is one of 
Padneah.8
TfIE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Matinee Muadeal Club.
The Matinee Mumiettal, ('Tub will
have an "Afternoon of National
Music" on Weduesday at 3 p. m. at
the Wometres. club house. The lead-
ayetw4.4.4.#4.4.4.4.4..Lonat !of Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Clny I a:
alrl tetrwative ;see .
atsay fcieeda ,‘
te, the aislj.. at the 11..,
freight office and is a ;
capable young man.
Former Paducah Iloy t.ii Marry in
alissistappl.
Apnouncement has been made of
the engagement of Mr. Aillea aold-
smith, formerly of Paduettli Me now
era are Mrs. Lela. Wade Lewis and of Vicksburg. Miss., to ali•s ititainta,
Mies Purer and the program ise Baer, of Vicksburg. The date for
leaders-Mrs. Lela Wade Lewis and the wedding bas not been set.
Miss Purpear. Mr. Goldsmith 18 the yonsa •t non
Current Events mrs Lew is of the late A. Goldsmith. an mans
"Star Strangled Banner" -- Mieses years a prominent clothing ilea, tetra
Shelton, lattryear. Dreefus.s and of Padueuh. The family hnse lived
Nana. Weille, away front here for a ratinaer of. 
National Music- Sonia I madams years. Their home so a : F,,,i a It
as
amid Influenesee who  mini Newell and Jefferson streets. Ma riaalsa.i.li
Settltin,- "acot aa„ we has a number of relatiea 10 en air.
Wallocebled" mina shenna Marcus Solomon is a cwisin.
, --Genmany-"The
Rharte"
Winkel on the
Mr McDonald
Mexleo--" La Palotna" . . . Mrs.
Japan, -Natioua I Air. . . . Mrs.
England-"Rule, aalrittannba."....
.......  Mrs.- Weine
Spain-Natienal }Iamb. • Mrs. Weille
Inelama--"The Ham That Once
Theo Tare's Hanks"
Miss Lethal Pruyear
Denmark -"King Christian. Stood
itesado the Mast ....Mies Dreyfuss
laiird mphony Erok:a ) 4 bands.
1. Allegro-Beethoven 
alleves Reed and O'Brien
Italy-National Hymn ....Mrs. Gray
Frame- - Metwei Wales Ily ma. -- Mists
_ Puryear, Mts. Hart, Mears. Rob-
inson. and McDonald.
"Anserica"-By the audience.
'pton
Soclad Tea From 4 to a Irelock.
The "Social Tea" to lee given on
Thursday afternoon at the Weman's
club house, under the auspices of the
department of philanthropy, will be
front 4 to 6 o'clock instead of 3 to 5
as flrst announced. A free-will offer-
ing will be made at the door for the
work of the Charity club. 1n attrac-
tive musical program •and light ro
freshmeuts will be teatimes- of the
"Seelal Tea" and the public is cor-
dially invited.
Mrs. Turner in 1Vashinteon.
The Washington letter of the Cour-
ier-Journal autiday, says of Mrs.
Oscar Turner, wife of the tormer eou-
gressman from the Flea district,
aho has always been identified with
Paducah and has many friends here:
4
-City subscribers to the Daily; "street,".lt nevertteless solid as to ' a.,.samat 
popular your.% druggiats of the
thSun who wish the delivery of their the prosperity of e country an 
n
'"d '" of C°!eulan Gilbert. Seven-
papers +been:h...and Tenn.-ewe streets..
lectors or make the requests direct
stopped most teeny our cot--tmaterfor the' feateer-
In the last six months the numberiwill mettle at 17115 Terrneesee street.
of etookholders of reword' of some ofto The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to suds orders when given the standard raaroad and Industrial
corpurat Ione has increased 50 to 75
per rest, and in a great many cases
the unprecedented Increase hats de-
veloped prisicipally during the last
week arta even while the recent part-
y cooditisms were at their height.
Some of th figures on the increase performed by 
the Ran. Dr. T. U. sitello in the Cratere:ay building was afternoon at 3 o'clook with burial in
hi 
e 
hoidinsga are startling. The stock_ Thames. of Eldzabeth. N. J. The thrown op-'n to the public with a re- Oaa Grove cemetery.
headers of record of the New York bridesmaids were Nasses Eamonentranstion on Saturday evening, Many
interested in art, among them mem- Mrs. Dora tor Douglas.Ctritral have increased since the first Holeinsen and Madeline Harms-ay.
of the year from 9,500 to over 18.000 1i Little Miss Marguerite Itolamon was bees of the Women's club. caned. Mr. Mrs. Dora Lee Douglas. 23 Years
eOtt Thursday, Normber 15, 190tal thee flower girl. The bride wore a 
Wekess,has his streets veny artistic- old, of Mechanicsburg, died Sunday
New York °enteral chased at 128%.1beautiful gown of white chiffon em-
On Friday. November 15, 1907, it breidered hy 'hand. mounted ever
closed at 931,a. erty silk and it-1'11111(d III appliqued
e---For Dr. Pendley ring 416: '
-Dr. Boyer residence phone 464;
office 175.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351. IP
-We have just received another
hot of those beautiful White Wax De-
signs. Brunson's, 629 Broadway.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
-Miss Isabel Mohan, pianist and
accompanist, bas now her studio in
the American German National bank
building, second floor, where she
• would be pleased to see all her
friends and patrons.
-Mr. II. C. Hollins has left the
City for a few months, and I have ac-
t:pared an interest in his brininess and
shall look after it for aim. Any in-
fermatiun with reference to any
branch of It will receive prompt at-
• tention If you will call up The Sun
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax-
ton.
-Place your orders for welding
Invitations at home. The Sun Is
* Showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhelle at prices
mucl-Tower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-Bulbs, Bulbs, alt kinds. Special
Hyacinth bulbs, per dozen 23c. M. J.
Yopp Seed Co., Second street. Old
phone 243.
-Skates for the rink, Wain steel
roller and bathlbe'arin roller. ana
size, reasolvaine prices, at R. D.
Clements & Co.
--For numbering machines, band
clatters. rubber tape and stencils of all
kende, call on The Diamond Rtanip
Works. 115 Smith Thled. Phones 358.
--Jerry Watteau, colored, fled at
Itiverskie heateltal. that afternoon of
avaerculossis. Hie hone: is at Nash-
vale and tenet's:es there have been
'notified. •
County ()Octavo Meet.
The McCracken County Medical
smeary will meet tomorrow night in
building.
Dr. B. 13. Griffith's office, Trueheart
OUR
Syrup Tulu, Tar
and Cherry
it. an excellent remedy for
gimes, colds, hoarseness and
all tongestion of the lunge
and fir paspagea.
It is made especially for
Children,
being very pleasant in taste
and contaidng no opiates nor
narcotics
25c perbottle.
MADE I v---
•
13rugglost is
FM and Oroadmay. Opp. Palma hum
ern
ally and attract:vela- arranged: ens morning at 6 oalork of consumption.
displayed 'number an hat own works Site was born In McCracken county
exedra- a cepy of Haarlem-es Head of and had lived In Paducah 15 Paws.
Chriet painted on gates, and a pea She leaves oue son. The funeral wasStartling Increases. tulle. Her talbe veil was held with a
Strap October 1, the new araounts 
naroaet of Orange bitenalma. After and ink sketch of Lorado Tart, the held this afternoon at 2 tachick. The
on the leaks of the Northern Pacific the 
ceremony dinner, wan served front sett:Ver, who recently leatured here, burial was in Oak Grove cemetery.
in Carnal:one were given as stelyetiirsbare membered over 5,0o0; Pheirselen- a 13'4 tablethe thahig.-1.°°411'
paia and Reading over 2.000; South- io 
the evening Mr. and Mrs. tasonnes to each guest.
my over Luna, and no an. iur• t 
for 
441.(jer we4e44ea
Alexander Miller, secretary of the 
the eolith and after a severat weeks' Mr. and Mrs. Carl L. Faust left
Celan Pacific, said: tour wal return to Loniaville, 
where today for Hartsville., Tenn., where
"The 11/ w ccounts are earning they wMi tnake their home with Mr. Mrs. Faust greet to visit her parents,at
theeate of 200 and 300 a des'. and I 
and Mrs. Itoblimon.-Courier-Journal and Mr. Faust goes to join a hunting
Nov. miser 15. party. They were accompanied byto not know where it will end.
On the same way this year the num-
ber bad increased to 9.729.
Amalgamated copper. whica had
one of the biggest slut:rips Miran:00a
year, going from tat % to 45%, has
been bought largely en' a wale down
by the small in Since August
41 I rt . over 6,000 ivow aCCOlInts
have been opened on its books.
The stock of the americium Smelt-
ing and Refleing company, wiiic hem
sett m pet front 135% to 69 la , has
iseen taken up to large aanOunts by
email buyers. Stockholders have In-
over twofold and Its ,preferred
holders nearly fourfold.
Sittee October 1 the number of
heldera of Ansa-Moats Sugar have in
areased between 1,4110 and 1,500.
Thee-stook fell in the year from 133%
to 100%. --
American tobacco. %lynch tae gone
atom 9S% to 61 Ian has 1,000 more
stockholders titan it had last year.
Western Utaion, which has for many
years been regarded as one of the
best Invest client vecuarties on the mar-
ket and is generally held- on, to very.
tightly, has Chown ainvont the warms
itrorease In the face of a Slump in
price during the year from SG to 63.
The number of new accounts opened
daring the quarter previous to Octo-
ber 1 was 934. During October the
narrsher of new aceounts opened was
407.
Thirty-Nine Tailors to Make is Coat.
Coats ued to be mane by tailors.
A skilled tailor madertife-entire gar-
inept. if that were the method of
manufacture today there would be
plenty of tailors, apprenticed-train-
ed, to do the work; but the method
of manufacture has changed; it no
longer takes a tailor to make a coat,
anti therefore those who are to work
in the clothing trades need not serve
the old-fashioned tailor's apprentice-
ship. According to Pope's "The
Clothing Industry in New York,"
there are now thirty-nine different
occupations comprised in the ma, -
facture of a coat In a shop va
apeclalisatioa has reached Its tag -
d.selopment under the factory s.
aseaus•-tbsalealaseakill-atals
labor of the tailor are not merely
supplanted somewhat by Machinery.
but that they are ale) sub-divided
Into, thirty-nine parts.---Ralph ANte
estson in October Charities ana
1
 
Commons.
10.4.44.4.44...3.4.4.: +yr Iiimor 
4,1 INTH  COURTS 
(Piet'artibia++-etitst
Divorce Granted.
J'alas. Reed handed down a decis-
ion Saturday granting Jennie Moo -
a divorce from .Satnuel L. Moore. Th ,
young '014 pie were married two yea/
ago at Murray and separated abon•
six months ago.
, Pollee Court.
Man Dobson, a negro, accused 0.
stealing $29 in currency from
Keys, an Illinois Central employ,
was presented in police court th;
morning and trial continued ma,
Wednesday. Keys was paid h
monthly salary aaturday and
that while he was drinking Den -
and a companion relieved him or III
coin.
Tom Holland, a bartender, chare, :
with presenting and pointinn
at another, plead guilt)' aist
tined $5o and full costs.
Frank Collier, charged ,
tug a disturbance at Ten
lay streets, entered a hi, a el i;UL I
and was fined $3ii and ccats.
Tont Ross for being drunk
tined $1...
George charged with be-
lag drunk, was fined $1.
George Armstrong, charged with
(eine swearing, war given contin-
mime until Wednesday.
The case against Richard Yeltima
for cutting George Joues. was con
tin u..! tea W() tradnesday.
CHILD'S DEATH
SPEEDILY Int111.14 )WS THE DEATH
oF Ills t.VIIIER.
Mrs. Dora Lee mughts save be to
Itat mg., of l'torsutopli
Burial in Omit Grese,
a monthHands. Limbo ille wedding. 
afternoon at 4 o'clock at the' lltallan'n died, Harry. the 11-year-old eon (itof mins F.:N.4_00,n i Jong
and Mr. Charles Loomis wee eoleane 
(sub house for the annual -h,..-ti at of B. H. Plater, a former N., C. & St.The weddireg officers amid adoption, of the einistitu L. engineer, died yesterday at the
ized yesterday afternoon at the home
of the bride's brother and Meter, Mr.
anal Mee Arthur H. Robinson., 212
West Broadway. The ceremony was
Popular Couple.
Mrs. Oscar Turner, who expectsThe wedding of Miss Motile Aker -
to speml a part of the winter at theand Mr. Wallace Coleman; was me
New Willard, will leave, S.0011 fortrounced yeeterday at St. Francis de
union City. Tenn., to attend the wed-Sake church to take tame on Wed-
ding there, on the 24th, of her nieces,
Miss Mary Gardiner, to the governor. 
ofthe state, Hon, Malcolm.. It, Patter-
sun, Mrs. Turner is Invited to h-
one of the patronesses at th. annual
Forestry Aastociation to Wei Wed..
• 
The new:y organized local Forestry
association wilt meet on Wel IN 'Stilly
tion. home of his mother's father, J. 1'
But ger, It, 26 South Twelfth street
Studio- Reception, lie hod been sick front spinal numin
Mr. Robert Grover 1%allann' art gals? The funeral took place this
The bride In prominently. rektied in Mr. and Mrs. H. J• Jeffries.Erie has had the same experience.
On October 1, 19011, the number o 
Paducah, where she has vialittal Ire- Mr. and Mrs. John Clopton, off
wiener. She is very popular here. Murray, are visiting Mrs. Rut.' Veal.stoekholders on its books was 6.R51.
Mr. W. E. Cochran, a casueiran attend- Mr. Michael Griffin, the tobacconist
ed the wedding. went to Murray this morning.
Mr. E. C. Copeland went to Mina
Miss (15)-ton and tie alay to Marry
November 20,
Mae Carrie May Clayton and Mr.
Wilbur Allen May will be married
Wednesday morning. November 2o,
at the residence of the bride's par-
ents, 104.5 Trimble street. The Rev.
Calvin M Thompson will officiate.
The wedding will be a quiet one with
only the family present. The couple
WM leave immediately after the cere-
mony for a ten days' trip east and
will be at home after Dezember 1, at
1124. Trimble street.
Miss Clayton is the eldest daughter
Left his umbrella _in
the train, gets caught in
the pouring 'rain—the
same as you and I.
But no man forgets
his rain coat in the
train.
This week, overcoats,
rainproof, are our spe-
cialty.
Genuine Priestly,
guaranteed, $10 to $30.
ray this morning.
Dr. M. M. Colley went to Murray
this morning.
Fireman A. W. Iterger. of the Illi-
nois Central, is off duty today on ac-
count of an attack or the grip.
Mr*. J. C. Flournoy left this niorti
ing for Tenn., to se's,
Mrs. G. H. Warneeken. Later she wi
go to Nast to sassit Mrs. Frani,
Watson.
Mr. Saunders Fowler rasa Mr. H. A
Pet ter have ate urned_f ront the Ott
Valley Impaerement anestselat en col;
vention at Mt-casting. W. VW
Mrs. Melds. McLaughton and
daughter, of ('airo. have returteal
home after a visit to arse Susie Huhei
bard, of al& Notion street.
Mr. and Mee Sam Walker, of South,
Third street. are the parents of at
bale- girl, born last night.
Julge J. C. Dean and Hon. J. C.
Speight, Of Ma y !lel:a arrived in tiesi
ell). thisnsate:eon to attend fetherl
roust.
i
I Hon. Will 1.inn, formet:17y of Mur-
ray, but now of Chita:as-La, Oktabomt,
Is here ttending rename court.
Countrylkaena late of the city, oh
Nerving countryman raise his bat as ne
paesea, throws hint a shilling.
,---tdr-twittrertl
!Masts), but I wartet titian' off my 'al.
to you. I was a-scratch/le-my lieatits-a '
I'Uneh.
The world's largest brewery is la
St. Louis.
;Exactly after ills father
Hotel Arrivals.
-44ottse-AVelter-
Louisville; One 34 James, Marion:
J. W. Long, lasitchfleld; M. F. Shel-
bourn, M. II. Fisher, Bardweil; It T.
Wells, Murras; Paul C. Meadow. Ful
ton; I). L. Martin, Chicago: J. K.
Robbins. Mayfield; J. R. Pollock
Louisville; Re C. Hopper, Memphis.
Belvedere--W, H. Thatcher, Chi-
cago; J. T. List, J. A. Mills, W. H.
}ledger, Hickman; N. L. Chrisman,
noyle; Guy Hollingsworth, St.
Louis; William Albion, Charles Al-
bion. Chleago,
5.1
Greater Pittsshurg. _ .
Wiehi:t atan. Nov. 1.5.-Greater
Pit:share was deola-red constrattionol
AI- .'!1,orr court of the Unite('
- THIS SUIT
has more than style and
-beauty. It has that lasting
durability ad shape:keeping
quality which will defy even
the hardest usage that a
lively, rollicking boy can
give it. Our new plaids are
especially handsome. Just
out of curiosity Ask to see our
lines at $3.50.
The Dudley, a combination
snit, with two pairs of trous-
ers (plain and Knickerbocker)
$5,00-ap41 $6,50 -
,1 -• -A
ESTABLISHED We
PAGE FIVE
Keep Warm
And Avoid Bad Colds and other
sickness by poo'rly heated homes.
This is a True
Soot and Gas
Burner.
We say and guarantee
that no soot will be in
the stove or pipe after
the entire winter's
work.
Our line is complete in
sizes, finishes, designs,
quality and price.
Our Priers range from
¶1.25 to $75.00
D,)n't fail 2 C the Best Line
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO. 
1Incorporated.
Ve1.L.J.4.1.1.J.J.J..L.L.
WANT ADS. It
•
1•7•1`1`1`T++1`1' 'Pe 4
I Subscribers inmerting want ads In
The Sun will limns remember that
All SW 11 items are to be paid for
'a teen the to.: im inserted, Ow rule ap-
plying to every one without excep-
thou.
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
WANTED-Freeh mach cows. C.
M. itleck. Phone 2439,
1.0ST- College pin -with l'eTt;:t C.
Retitrn to Sun office for reward
FOR SALE or rent, laundry com-
plete. Ring Old phone 426-r.
PCAR SALE--Clreap. gasoline boat,
Gray engine, Address A. K., Sun.
-43044414141444 ed-at Vvra -Won
way.
FOR heautg and stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
FOR Ditt Wt101), old phone
2361.
PIANOS Tuned and repaired
Frank Dean, old phone 37-a or 11:1-r.
FOR SALE-Two show cases cheep
113 South Second.
WANTED Second-hand mint
wagon. Address Q. care Sun.
FOR SALE-Roll top desk with
chair. Apply at this office.
A BRICK reeidence for rent, eta
Madison. Apply to 'Rev. W. E. Cave.
214 North Seventh street._
FIRNISlial)_rtsome with or eith-
, it boa in. Modern conveniences.
st South Fourth.
WANTED-To rent house or cot-
tage by permanent tenant. Address
I P. G. M., care Sun.
- FOR-RP:NT -NitTec-roein-balal.
, use. 711 South Third street. Amy
- at door. -
FOR ITEn7T -Two furnished or
afuruished rooms, Apply 913 South
asventh.
THE Perfection Oil Heater aid
iatyo Lamps advertised in this paper
re sold only by Noah's Ark.
GOOD PRICE paid for furnIttre
nri stoves at Williams & Peal. 201
sauth Third street. New phone 901-a.
Go and have a pale of pants made
order for $7.0'0. Goods guarate
-,sd. Solomon, Tailor, 113 South
. hird street. n
DON'T .FORGET the Hole-in-the-
all, Ill% .South Third street , for
1,11e-eon-cartes, tnrnales and sand-
»aches et all kinds. - -
°Wait salesman wanted--faxper-
hence unneseevary, Ulm per motels
and expenses, Peerless Cigar Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.
FOR RENT-One- six-room cot-
tage, 502 North Seventh. All mod-
ern conveniences. Phone 254.
FOR RENT-Four room fiat
bath, front and back porches, halls
etc., upstairs, No. 1440 Broadway.
L. D. Sanders,
FOR RENT----N-Ice home In coan-
try, two miles from city. Good past.
tire. Apply Chas, Ilichon, 3SP-2,
old phone.
-MOTHER'S SOOTHING -BALM ft;
l'halMed -amt --rottsr annirff,--lniaTc-1
Mrs. Hawkins, Is for sale at Stutz's
candy atone— -- ' ;
FOR SALE-One of the prettins
modern• two-atory reaidenees
well lotatea. furnace and tit!
cenveniencea. Price $6,000, Can
guarantee a tenant for five years at
$4S0 a year. Address X, care Sun.
CLEANING AND PRESSING neat-
1
ly done. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Wloxr-ia. Called-Tor and-de-five' rid: 'bag
fai Is all I ask. James Duffy. South
Ninth street, near Broadway. Phon
: 
e
Young Mi.111 Wanted for Navy.
A navy reeraiting party will 'daft
this city Nos ember 14th to November
29th, 194,7, when eramination will
be made for all realist's. Geed Pay
at the start, and an opportunity for
ads-am:cam nt. Age limit for rata'
with a trade. 21 to 35. Boys 17 en
25. Feed iode.ina. medical attend-
ance: and $1..1 Ulr tit of clothing f ee.
Apply basement Postoffiee Suildng,
Padueah, Kentucky.
Cirens Folk Most Moral.
Niaeithsttuding the. absereas of
the artificial safeguarcht that a con-
ventianal seeaty has ordained. i if-
1•11s performances are, as
amrtrat tralt--onattra:T.
earth. .111 oal circus man expressai
the fact in ,this way:
"For 2110 years there has not been
a ciona a.,- :.candal 'nor a (throne
among tic Whe'll both husband and
site were fern recognised circus
famillas. In every case where there
has been a seandal, either one or the
other has been an outsider."-Every
body's.
The west roast tan: :ries ef
Anlerica are tue'n:. 2. ri .es
rimier t.) the re:nut:It:luring dastricts
at the Ittit U States: than they are
to the manufacturing dintriers of
Eurom•.
All the patent medicines and
toilet artieles ailvertnten in this
toper are en sale at
McPherson's Drug Store
Fourth and 11,roadway.
"The Mercy of C .....
Events."
We must all wonder, for a
moment-row and then, what
strange new "brew" is being
prepareil for us by the busy
forces whi; h we name "t
cantstances."
In the home life the exit or
a servant; in the store, "soa -
thing happens" to our le
clerks; In every business ven-
ture something "upsets" our
favorite plan. If we oyes prop-
erly, our best tenant :Nivea,
Or Our neighbor sells his profs
erty at a big profit-wh •
we "hold on" to wire, n,
willingly.
Emerson expressed it'
"Man imprisoned In morta
life, lies open to the mercy of
coming events."
And the truth has led ur
to consider ways and meant
for "taking the sting out of"
these coming events - for
turning them into enaurahla
burdens. And of these was,
and means which we ha-'
created, the chlefest Is Wen'
Advertising. A wise uae ol
this -modern convenience, this
' service, Not
only ntaken coming events
iftri-It makes Inc to taa
them without tr. ,
dathea
COMMON SENSE --
Lea most telligeut people to nee orlf
no times of now la composition. There-
fore t is tha Dr. Pierces medicines. the
mak w !eh print every ingredient
entering em upon the bottle wrap-
era and at its correctness under oat
are daily gr log In favor. The cone
position of Pierces medicines is open
t everybody,  r. Pierce tele& lestrous
ba%ireethe seeseet Tiede of itivestegt
-77rierned full ii in h formane, hen
citti tIt, t e co
rbiwnt es rno eanes
u v 1 r
fll
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READY FOR FIELD
TRIALS TOMORROW
Aallartl County Farmers Con-
tribute 100 Horses.
Sport amen isr  .111 Sere  of Ili,
Country Gather at La Center
for Contests,
IDEAL PLACE POR THE NIEFT
Everything is In readineast for the
field trials; and competietve eontests
of fine bird dogs to begin at La ('et:-
Let t r tomorrow and a large nember of
deea. their embers and, trainers are
at ha Center whitine for the start.
Seeretary Bogker, of Louteville, has
been at La Canter several days -
ting everything in readiness and irt-
euring loisting Lo rthose who will at-
tend. Reports from tee thittle town mr
Ballard are that the fanners are ver,
ninth interested in the event antl
those in attentlanice will be treated It
genuine Kentiulty 'hospitality. Pres.-
dent M. M. Bardwell, of McHenra.
Ky , was in Paducah yesterday en
rocte to the meeting place, and well-
(h.1
e me
eing w o. y m o
nit einal principles extracted feint na-
tive forest roots, by exact processes
unglual with Dr. Pierce, and without the
use of a drop of alcohol, triple-ran lied and
chemically pare glycerine being used in-
stead in entructing and preneving the
curative virtues residing In the roots
empieyed, these medicines are entirely
free trim the objection of doing harm
. by creating an appetite for either al-
deorlutt4ts1 beverages or habit - forming
Etienine the formula on their
bottle wrappers--tlie sante as sworn to by
I Dr. Pierce, and you will rind that his
Int:olden Medical Discovery," the great,
blesepurlie r, stomach tonic and bowel
I regulater—the medicine which, while not
recommandetete cure COIIStImptloti 111 it
advanced stages (no medicine will do that)
' yet does cure all those catarrhal condi-
Lions of head and teroitt, weak stomach,
torpid liver end bronchial treeltles, peak
lungs and h:.iig-oriesinglis, hicti, if Cps-
lected or badly treeted lee op Us and
fiLmily terminate In censumlitS:n.
Teke the ̂ Golden Medical Discovery •
in time and it is not likely to disappoint
you if only you give it a teereteei and
fair trial.' 'Don't expect miracles. It
won't do supernatural things. You must
exercise your patienee and persevere in Its
use for a tea :enable length of time to get
its (lin benetea. The ingredients of which
hr. Pierce', medicines are compesei have
the tinquelinial endorsement of scorns of
here expressed himself as being coral- medical r than :Inv 4inount
dent that nearly 200 dog .,enere end. of lay, or
They are nct glee; it'AIIV to be exocri-
act Ile
tie ir trainers would be p:. eni merited with but an...1,1 lv kill dealers in
Among the uotabes that arrive:1 medicines at lease:Wile prices.
on the ercenis rarty are multi-mil-
eon:sire G. C. Parsons, of the Waist womk
of Meer. a with his $3.5o0 dog. The
eternal will be barred from the wee-
rut coatests on acesetiat of previous
wit terser. Mn T. T. Pierce. of Jellies), ti -
Tenni., has he Champion Prince wee fi• INOIIIKD By eporeReees.eiesese
him, which is tie* harredi. There win WILLSON IN LETTF:It.
be no sheet:re at all during the
event. r.s the affair is only for tht
exhibition of dogs. One hundetei
sadele horaes have been: furniski s Myth.% to Inquiry ler  Editor of
he Ballard county fermers for use W  Peer. in 1.c•iniztoo
du. lug the trills. Heraiii—Womerea clubs
t• maid that quail in large ntere Inteneted.
ners abound In and around La Cen-
• ter and the pretty level country fur-,
ribber; aa ideal place for the trials.
_ The Women's clubs will earns the
liamsburg, arrived this morning to .rensis of womans suffrage before the
take part in the field trails at La iestialature. and the attitude of Coy-
Center. They brought a numbers of errer-eneet Willean on the subject Is
fine dogs, some- of which willi be en- interesting on teat account. arts
tered in the coryteet. Among the a:4(t_nd to outline his position and tnis
party are N. Danil .-les and E. J. Lyman, is he reply:
pre int nent burg news men off Williams- "Kentucky women may wee be
1 tt-e o'rh the i•o,'t!on of oltr fit-
N'S SUFFRAGE
PAGEMIVRANT
Is now open in new quarters. open day and night.
For the small  rooms I
these chilly mornings 
use the smokeless,
odorless heater .*
A
,N
•
GAS HEATER
0
The
Paducah Light & Power Co.
ture goitrous Lou..nr1.1 Nit ,eiee-
cially affecting them. Mr .Willeon
in the letter previous's). committed
hintirelf positively and warmly to .ho
cause of obtainiug school rruffnage for
women. The letter published- below
Is that of a thoughtful, fair-minded
man. The most ardent woman suf-
fragist could tusk no more teani to
and etee majority of the men of a
community in the frame of mind that
Mr. Ve Eason Is:
Judge Wilson's Letter.
Editor Woman's Page of The Lexing-
ton Herald, Lexington, Ky.
My Dear Madam:—I received your
latter just as I was leaving home on
one of my trips. and I gave it to MN.
Wilison with a hurried memorandum
e It leh she was unable to read, and
I ht r.s%firre made a very Informal
answer of her own, which. in re-
sponse to year telegram of last night,
she consented to have puteished, but
elth very leetriOlIS misgiving as to
teiretber It would be Muth credit or
benefit to your cause.
I hew never eoresidered very twee
oesiy any question of danger to me
as a candidate in declaring my opin-
ion on the subject of woman suffrage,
and as I had for seers believed that
It was In the highest degree desirable
for women to vote on school matters.
I promptly wrote you, in anerwer to
your first letter, my views and you
thorn.
done me the honor to publish
Upon the question of women vot-
ing in general! eleetione, I have no
henleakin on as:comet of candidacy in
answering. but I have not reached a
courausion that I 'regard as final.
Theoretical:is' the laws of a people
relined respond to the needs of all tha.
people governed by the law, anti the
way which that is sactired is to
ve eversene affected by the keys a
toile—rich and poor, greet and small,
wise and fooltsh, strong and werik
.white anti bLack—to reach the aver
age sense of all the people whose
laws are to be ninth. by tbemseeves.
This ts the American pa-n on govern-
meet and I believe In it realgiouslya
do not believe time the very wise
know all the things that those who
are net wise need, as well as the bat-
ter themselves, and this theory would
(-leerily entitle women, who are gov-
ernrsd by the laws, to have their
needs and wishes represented hi the
laws. I do not care so much about
the stock argument of eThealitia
Without Represents< ion." I think
the people that do not pay any direct
taxes at aid, but have to obey the
lave. stouid have a voice in their
making, amid it has seemed to me
that the only way to have the gen-
eral coulee of the laws reeponsi to
the needs and welfare of a44 the peo
pits is for everybody te have a voice
In it.
I do not think we are entirely
ready for this now, but believe that
it must be :be subject of thiougtit.
dirsenseion and wise consideration for
some yeaes, and then shall ranch a
derision which will be sane and wise.
I am sere that no wise objectioa
can be made to women's voting on
ty ground of any difference in in-
Sigence or fidelity to truth and
ne. pies.
There ie some argument in the fact
.it men seine render military ser-
e, but as "they also serve who on!y
rad and watt." I am ex-Lined to the
ief that inetrectly women help and
lire even in our wars, and in the
,w log reign of peace (it Mai 0011 t
world that objection becomes less
ti lee important.
The argument that men are (tie
tette inners and maintain the home
:1 famili' has a greet deal of weight,
has so many and- such great ex-
peons that It is no longer oterielu-
,e and indeed in these days of
t trends and "no counts" the support
Is very often the other way.
I am eery glad indeed to have bad
!es. honer orf thie correspondence h
and I hope you will maintain
agitation for yew eaves with al
e earnestness and. siztoetety_whIch
ir so Feebly inherited, and I am sure
st every arier ment and thought
'I ire you and yorir co-leborere may
-sent in this matter will ha-ye from
s not on!' respectful, but interest-
and earnest censideration. Yours
ey sincerely,
AUGUSTUS E. WILLSON—
superintendent Winfrey's Position.
In reply to the letter and telegrams
sent to Superintendent Winfrey,
date for tate superintendent on the
-weer:elle ticket, attaining his pose
eon as to sehool suffrage for Ken-
acky women, a reply was reeeived
ar a week_ Mr. Winfrey del not
feel ready to expreas an opinion on
the subject for publication until' after
a further reedy of the facts. W'hat-
eyer regret there may be in the minds
of women of Detnocretie affiliations
at the defeat of the Democratle ticket
they must take Penile comfort in the
fact that the Republican candidate
for 'state superintendent expressed
himself publecly. unequivoeally and
mane times before the election In
favor of school suffrage for Kentucky
women.
Mrs. M. G. Quarkenbos, whom At-
tqrney General Bonaparte has made
one of his special assistants in the
campaign against the trust', is a New
York lawyer. She tells this story of
a railroad ham sandwich: "A man
paused bitterly in the consumption
of a very hard, dry railway ham sand
wich and said to the maid behind the
counter: 'I don't see no Yam in
this.' You tent come to it yet,' said
the maid, with a smile. A minute
or two pained. The man's jaws work
d enemies. Then the stopped
again and he said: 'I don't see no
ham yet, young woman,' Ohe she
replied, 'you've gone and bit over it
now.' ",
eemewawwwwwwinien
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The Splendid Yew
Serial Story
Satan Sanderson
Satan Sauderson is the true
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a look into
a little world of action where all
of the emotions that make or
mar life—and lives—are set in
swift,exciting play—one against
the other. Incident follows inci-
dent with quick succession, and
a vivid panorama of intrigue,
nmysteryiovearidstraige adven-
turing kindles the interest to
the fusing point. n -
Written in a charming style,
brilliant in coloring, picturesque
in background, faithful in char-
acterization and intensely dra-
matic,with stirring climax,Satan
Sanderson is by all odds the best
story of the year.
by Halide Errninle Mew
Au mor of Hearts Cour••••••
and The Castaways
Maguiflerndy nluserated by
A. B. WE.NY-ELL
Cfrnm NSMIC
/Iv
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For all the Family Circle
THE HC1MB MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the interests of the
home, that covers every seems* of appeal to the hornt-builder, the honer-maker and
the home-lover. Al! its ereatributions center in the Lome. It makes the burnt, more
attractive, more comfortable, more interesting. Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions for the housewife.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is cheerful, happy-hearted, whele-souled. Its dominant
note is the nete of optimism and hopefulness. From comer to cover, it is pleasant,
entertaining, charming and replete with valuable information.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American man
or woman who has a !aerie. Its range is wide end its treatment thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departments are conducted by men and women of
entente'. Marion Harland, fie example, edits the department of cookery and
etiquette. Eugene Chute contributes a great series on licine furniture making.
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the most exciting stories, the most beautiful
Muse-steins, the most important feature articles.
THE HOME:MAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.
For Everybody in the Home'
• 
Elle HOME
MAGAZINE
TEN CENTS A COPY ONE DOLLAR!&YEAR
I.
ess • - •
4,..A MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMENTS,
ANONG THE DEPARTIILIN LS IN THE HOUR INAGALLN1
ARE THEFOLLOWING
COOMY
An art which required molt studious sad _dW-
gent application to be known at its best. Many
recipes, accompanied r superior illustrations,
enable out readers to re misuitant variety sad
aeon to ths boom table,
Menem Harland, the grestase living author.
By, moducts this departmeat.
IllOMBUILDING
Thi. department .•••taatty Mods Mr best
Ideas and experience of the what* comity in
huddling onsfortable, fartmiti•. as•alsraa•-
priced bona& - —
INTIRIOR DECORATION
Genuinely helpful. with timely waggestions of
Intense practical value. Mural decoration, rugs.
tainftare and the correot arrangement of inte-
riors, with • special view to cat:tram:Waal not
mai fent
1101.1131112119
Tie =141troent of a hone fro.= calm to
mouton el the thousand end
trotesirenCe din n so. being inanu f ac -
tared for convenience of the boa,-maker,
WIWI*/ the Imps be of two or twenty (Was&
n,ORKITLTUMI OR LANDSCAPE
GARDENING
1.m.i..abl• far those lovers •f nature who
woule make their home grounds attractive and
Helpful to the amateur florist sad
iaterecmg to retry one.
Till VEGETABLE GARDEN
Seasonable articles dealing with gardening on
a nos Or city let. Wtiat to grow and boo to
grow it. lilted with good ideas. Illi.strated.
110ILIE AND THE STAI1111
II:warted Etiolos hy aoknowledged anther
Ines.
POULTRY AND THE KENNEL
l'ractical and helpful departments.-'Pu vs is, editor of Poultry, ia one of the contrib.
U: rim.
alPRACTICAL FASHIONS
C ore designs. illustretions and complete 'descriptions carefully selected tp give subecnb-era *dram* styles, prectmal and correct.Our pattern department renders pionipt emelsatist.ctory service at • minimum cost.
ItIOROIDERY AND NEEDLEWORK
Piety yet simple .lcvicea tt even •efy busywomen can aucceastully accunlphsh. The vari-ety Oered suggests something that appeal. M-all interested in different tyPee of needlework.
HEALTH AND HYGIENE
Ito, sall'a:ng of strong. well formed, perfectlydeveloped bodies, t'e. •alus eaetiise, bath•lag, with special articles on the care of the
eyes, nose, teeth and ears.
MALNLY ABOtT;PEOPLLF ntert•in.ug 51.-ties in
Icon men and women.
trait/a
VIEWS AND ENTERVULWS
What men and lion,en
thinking, and saying, on
day.
URALS
Hobbs-Merrill novels, the mootries .4 America, appear as aerialspublication in book form.
Till 01101013T MORT STORIESHumorous stories, ler, stories end storiesof eeriness •nd adventure --clean, wholesome,eatisf ying mad delightful, and lots of them, willappear in every number.
Till cm:a JAR
A luirtb-provokeng, cheerful, suaileenaking,
ci htlaratiag collection of vagrant bits of witand humor, both young assd old.
paragesphs of Amer;
Lllustrated with pee",
of many vocations al•
the questions of the
pules' st•-
before their
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Publishers, Indianapolis, Ind.
Ckm HICSIM
11 74 It
41•11•••••• ••••••••••
A Special Feature
Home Life
of the Presidential
Candidates
A series of articles dealing in
the most intimate, familiar, and
personal way with the home and
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vice-President Fairbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senator Knox
and others. Fully illustrated.
Begins soon.
Short Stories
By the best writers in the coun-
try appear in every issue. Bright,
clever, entertaining, full ok
wholesome sentimeht, good
humor and adventure.
Illustrations
All the departments are fully
illustrated with phetographs.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in THE
HOME MAGAZINE, either in
color or black and white, are
Howard Chandler Christy,liar-
rison Fisher, A. B. Wenzell,
C. F. Underwood, J. C. Clay,
George Brehm, Jay Hambidge,_
, etc., etc.
Chs
11
aust a.. ,5445 ArIAS
*mama
ommlir ••••;••.-
1•11•6.
This splendid magftzino will
be given to The Sun readers
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Of Any Cost  
Telephone 358- at once for
particulars or inquire of our
solicitors. • .▪ • •• • •• •
4
THIS MAGAZINE
Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list
,of contributors, as you will hote in this ad., com-
prises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and is in his
best taste.
The Sun 115 S. Third St.
•
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MOTHERHOOD
The first requisite of a good
mother in good health, and the ex-
perience of maternity should not be
approached without careful physical
preparation, as a woman who is in
good physical condition transmits to
her children the blessings of a good
constitution.
Preparation for healthy mater-
nity is accomplished by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
which is made from native roots and
herbs, more successfully than by any
other medicine because it gives tone
and strength to the entire feminine
organism, curing displacements, ul-
ceration and inflammation, and the MRS.JAMES CHESTER
result is less suffering and more children healthy at birth. For morethan thirty years
Lydia E. Pinkham'sVegetable Compound
has bee the standby of American mothers in preparing for childbirth.
Notewhat rs.JemesChester,of427 W. 35th St., New York says in this
letter:—Dear Mrs. Pinkham:-"I wish every expectant mother knew about
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. A neighbor who had learned
of its great value at this trying period of a woman's life urged me to try
it and I did so, and I cannot say enough in regard to the good it did me.
I recovered quickly and am in the best of health now."
Lydia E. Pinkhanes Vegetable Compound is certainly a successful
remedy for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.
• It cured almost every forte of Female Complaints, Dragging Sensa-
tions, Weak Back. Failing and Displacements. Inflammation, Ulcera-
tions and Organic Diseases of Women and is invaluable in preparing for
Childbirth and during the Change of Life.
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
Women Suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs. Pinkhain, at Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free.
GASOLINE POWER BOATS
tarrying Passengers for Hire to Be
Inspected and Reported.
Memphis, Nov. 16.—The inspec-
tore of hulls and boilers for the Ment
phis district, Cates. Hodge and Waltz
lave been directed to make an le-
eeection and report upon the num-
ber of gasoline boats in use in the
district for carrying passengers for
hire. There are at present no special
laws or rules governing the inspec-
• Han of this class of water craft, but
their use is increasing to such an ex-
tert that it is probable that either
some rules will be made by the prop-
er department, or else cengress will
iociude such email vessels in any new
Lew legislation respecting the in-
't
A
spection of vessels. ('apts. Hodge
and Waltz have already begun the
enumeration asked for and when the
district, which is a large one, has
been covered, will report on the mat-
ter.
THERE'S NO VSE
Talking, you can't beat Herbine for
the liver. The greatest regulator ever
offered to suffering humanity. If you
suffer front liver complaint, if you are
bilious add fretful, its your liver, and
Herbine will put it In its proper con-
dition. A positive cure for Constipa-
tion. Billiousness. Dyspepsia and all ills
due to a torpid liver. Try a bottle and
you will never use anything else. Sold
by J. H. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros. and
C. 0. Ripley.
A horse in good condition ean exist
about twenty-five days without food,
CO long as 1.e has ri•r to
drink.
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Inoorpo. • ii
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
134.524 N. Fourth St. Phones 787
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
CAR AND WAGON
C
COLLIDE AT THIRD AND WASH-
INGTON sTnEETS SATtIRDA1.,
114,1w1'04
ret-t,
AT A
R H SATT) S M
CURE
Aches and Pains in Side, Mult or
Runes, Swollen Joints Ail
Disappear.
of Vehicle Thrown to the By Taking Botanic Blood balm, Thou.
Rut Are Not Seriously sands of Rheumatics Cured By
injured. Its Use.
Car No. 103, irt charge or Motor-
man Spence, crashed into a team of
horses driven by Mr. E. Faith at
Teed and Washington streets Sitter-
May evening about 6 o'clock and one
of the horses was so badly injured
that it was shot by re veterinary. let
car W118 1 nuttIng down stowastis
Broadway, while Mr. Faith was des-
ire; out Washington *street. Neithea
he or the motorman saw the Mielm.
antil it -was too late. Mr. Faith. is a
preminegt farmer of the Calvert City
seighborhood. Mr. E. Faiths Matra)
Faith, R. le Jessup and Jesse flaiel,
Meo were riding in the wagon, were
thrown to the ground, but their :n-
jerles anmenttd to but a few bruise.
GHOSTLY ADVISERS.
Legions of Them Trying Always to
Gain Presidlent's Ear,
That President Roosevelt has a
larger hand of spirits working for
or through hint than anyone else in
the United States, if not in the world
was, the declaration made here to-
day by a man who has pissed prac-
tically all his life in the investigation
of spiritualism. The statement was
made in absolute good faith.
"I have the very best reason for
believing that Theodore Roosevelt
lives and moves in the midst of an
army of spirits," said this student
of spiritualism today. "Is Pm:sidled
Roosevelt conscious of it?" he con-
tinued. "No, I do not think he is. 
liewould probably laugh at the sug-
gestion, but it is true, nevertheless,
and this fact explains many of his
acts that the ordinary people cannot
eundaretands
"Our investigation shows that spin.
its dwell in a sphere not very' differ-
ent from our own- and that have
pretty much the same feeling about
things as they had when on the earth
plane. They continue to strive to
bring about those things which they
failed to accomplish during life. You
must understand, too, that battles;
are fought between spirit friends of
good and evil just as they are hero.
The struggiest are titanic in mundane
affairs, but they are always looking
about for some manner of advancing
the causes to which they were at-
tracted, while in the body. Of course
they seize upon the most powerful
medium for this, and who is as pow-
erful as the president of the faulted
States?
"But there is not always a man in
the white house upon whom they can
make a deep impression. Front their
standpoint it is fortunate that Mr.
Roosevelt was chosen President. for
there never has been a man In Me
evecutive chair whom it is so easy for
them to reach, or. more correctly, to
get the ear of. Of course, as I have
said, the eresident does not know he
Is granting them audience, but that
does not alter the fact.
"They tug at his elbows and whis-
per in his ears. The opponents of
certain policies, as well as the advo-
cates, endeavor to attract his atten-
tion and support, and as the presi-
dent is very impressionable many of
the inconsistencies in his public acts
and speeches may be explained by the
contrary prompting he receives in
this way."—Chicago Daily NOM.
• 
•
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FOR KENT
Several desirable' offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICAN-GERMAN NATIONAL BANK
NINE SUMMERS OLD
•t
As the Government Stamp will indi-
cate. Purity of the
Early Times
Arid
Jack  Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.
THERE IS NO REASON
Why your baby should be thin, and fret-
ful during the night. Wornia are the
cause of thin, sickly babies. It is nat-
ural that a healthy baby should -bet fat
and sleep well. If your baby does not
retain its food, don't experiment with
colic cures and other medictne, but try
a bottle of White's Cream Vermlfugr,
and you will soon see your baby have
color and laugh as it should. Sold by
J. H. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros. and C.
0. Ripley,
LARGE SAMPLE FREE TO ALL.
scree, se ismbago.
Hole you soy of
the s) motorail' of
athoueuatt=ust Bone
pains. s.- i at lea or
shooting pains up
and down the leg:
aching back or
shoulder blades,
Swollen muscles,
dlificuity In moving
around Co you have
to use irutehes;
blood thin or skin
pa3e: skin itches
and burns: shifting
pains; bad breath;gout. Botanic Blood Balm (13. B. B.)will remove every symptem, because
B. B. B. sends a rich tingling flood ofwarm, rich, pure blood direct to the
paralysed nerves, bones and joints, giv-
ing warmth and otrengtit just where it
is needed, and in this way making aperfect, hastily, cure of Rheumatism In
all its forms. B. II. B. invigorates the
blood, making it pureand rich and at
same time destrays the astive poison
in the blood which causes fttieutnatism.
frequently cause Rheumatism. B. R. B.
B. B. B. has made thosandA of cures ofrheumatism after all other medicines,
liniments and doctors hove failed to
liclp or cure. %Vieth. tonetive Ilildowyesft, gut ntly cause Rheun .,' Ii B. It.
help or cure. Weak, hanctIve Kidloeys
(training off all disease matter and all
uric acid. so the urine flows freely and
naturally.
11(YEAN1C 111.001) 1111.11. 1114
Is pleasant and safe r. nikr; .ciinposedof pure Botanic lie'." huts. sAMpLal
SENT FREE by DHI'l;(11STS or sent by
exprons. At al PFAI BoTTLei
wio directions; for horn.. cure
:=(31,1 in Paducah, Ky . by R. W.
Walker & Oo., W. J. eileart, Lang
Bros.. Alvey & List.
be foend, and the pupil asked to find , p0 S I sr' 0 N S
it hinseell.
SECUrtED
It is generally advisable for thet I •11 I 
te mm-7..,- •• 
is tack
teaeher to read to the wheel. with RS CONTRACT given, backed by 11330 000 00 .apitai and 18 e, eletiCESS
good expression as Poesiih:e, mien
Wall) that is to he coiner:tied to mem-
ory by the tensile. Telechens iihmed
a+1:0 give tha child some alright into
see imagery and stgnificaoce of The
poem before It is leurnieel. and from
time to time us the poem is recited.'
suggestive qftestions should be asked
will rouse the child to gain
some further insight into its mean-
ing.
Pumils shoued be given some hele
I' the method of memorizimg their
poenia. The painful drudgery of com-
mittin-g to memory word by word.
lice by Ene, may be avoided if the
teacher will -help the child in grasp-
ing the prinripal thoughts its the se-
lection. anti mastering these sitcom -s-
ire thoughts as wholes. The reading
period may cxemasionely be used for
the interpretation. of these poems,
but the memorizing of them should
be done in study periods andat home.
Pupil should give nitteh attention
to the effective delivery of their
poems. in '1 '
taming may I . •
recited. If the preeer ent11,.
aroused, pupils will enter
into this work, and it not one, w
afford excellent tn...ening In Englts„
her it wet add greatey to the enjoy-
ment and epiriture life of the erhodi
Ethical and patriotic poems, as wet'
as -nature poetry, should of course.
be learned.
Chicago sale to Have Been (leant..'.should be borne in mind that
most pupils w 11 .retain the poems HoUst• for That Market.
aae psalms teureed in the eareir
metier/only b) 'geeing them repeatei Chleige, Not
11-fe re time to Co." in thi higher eistaree
ofgrades. Er M eleld littered keep a -
complete re seid if the peens and -•
DRAMION'S PRACTICALBusiness Colleges
tifteereerated.)
PA le' ;All, 'is lisoadway, and Evansville and St. Idatls.
Boos keepieg, Steorthand, inship, Telegraphy. etc Indorsed
by Misfiles: risen. Also teach by mail. Write, phone, or call for c italogUe.
30 Colleges; in 17 State:a.
U1' NANCE & SON
Undertakers dfni Embdimers
211-213 S. Third St. Paducah, K.
, THE SAFEST AHD QUICKEST WAY TO
TRANSFER MONEY
IS BY
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAN:. ;:R
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
I hiCORPO
WHITE SLAVE TILtiaL.
r
eeetteseesesocio.44.1„,.. lee:ions which he st erne in ael grade-,
ENGLISH WORK IN THE in order that teachers in the higher :ei 
Li: 
-' 1:.-'''Ill's 1 I.
1 grades may draw open this materii! were reaL1-1 la't
. No. 5. 
• SCHOOLS.
J. A. t nrnagey. e 
es-wet:et,' 
for the enricirmc She nt of Johnsen. 
a Los :
opening exercises. A child shoull I! 
ter I
leave the eighth grade wilt a large: ;i: 
M.
 (' 
a
stoek of the best poems and a fesm r"airin
ipsalms permarente fixed in 
memoryenuntees
pl•Hr."41 hi.• ; .1 a‘: • .. S.,i N .( TIP Ile COtItilttled.)
W18 do,: g If..1-::.. - In ("1.
Sir Chentung Lianas Cheng, until
recently Chinese minister at Wash-
ington, has been received by the em-
press in audience for three successive
days. lie has been raised from the
second to the first rank and appoint-
ed a director of the Southern railroad
with headquarters at Shanghai. He
will act also as traffic superintendent.
The study of Words.
Orei of tee aspects of En g:1st train-
ing in schools broadly viewed., is to
enrich and refine the vocabulary.
This may be done by means of the
example_ of elms teacb.ezaz-aileti-gagerall.
by ireenelve slimly in the reading les-
sons, by the imelling Mesons. mad In-
cidental.:y by means of theaother
school lessons, as drawing. geog-
raphy. arithmetic and hatory. More
directly, a child's mastery of words
Is incl•e:1:9,d by the use of the dice
Cc412 7y, N iCh stiou.iod be a part of
the regular order of things in grades
513 to S.1 ineliusive. Titre-ugh all
these meals., the schOol, for the pupil
Many a preacher would be seldom
at church but for the sermon.
CUT THIS OUT
It is worth 75c
to you. This
coupon and 25c
will get a $1.00
bottle of Bur-
dock Tonic at
Mc PHERSON'S
Drug Store
 Amos
A Hard Debt to Pay.
"I owe g debt steLitelktittele .that
ean never be paid off," writes G. S.
Clark, of Westfield, Iowa, "for my
rescue from death, by Dr. King's
New Discovery. Both lungs were so
seriously affected that death seemed
imminent, when I commenced tak-;
ing New Discovery. The ominous
dry, hacking cough quit before the
rat botitle was used, and two more
bottles made a complete cure."
Nothing has evee equalei New DM- Three hundred gels are employed
:n grades three to eight inciimive, cc'verY for coughs, colds.,-. and all in tee Elite-es eeee in New York.
stecuid seek to enlarge his stook of ;throat anti lung complaints. Guar- and Kent,' has s eel jockey
usable word's, Ohus increasing 5 anteed by all druggists. £kand $1, 
m estere, of English.
Not only ahould -words - 
Trial bottle free.
study in-
clude the oiliness ilSoa of nor ds--as
pronuocialtioni, spelling and meaning
—but it ehould also include in the
grammar grades:
(a) 'Pb, study of the common
prefixes, suffixes and !imp% der 're-
eves.
(b) The significacee of elt few
common words wtrish have an Inter-
ne -h1e '-,---------.------ --------
a: I Egi,
- it
No extmee need be offered forinuot-
I n g a-gain from Protean,. leaf her 'a
"Self Cultivation in English" on this
pone:
"Our ordinary range is absurdly
narrow. It is important, therefore,
for anybody wee wouid oultirate him-
self In English to make strenuous
and systematic efforts to ealarge his
vokabulary. Our dIctionaries contain
more than a hundred thousand words
The average speaker emploes about
three thousand. Is ties because or-
dinary people have oely three or ton:
thousands things to sae? Not at all.
It is simply due to Milanese. Listea
to the average *shoal boy. He has
a dozen or two noune. half it dozen
verbs, three or four adjectives an:
enough con j u not ions and prepositions
•to etick the conglomerate together.
This ordinary speech deserves the de-
acripticre which Hobbes gave to his
'State of Nature,' that it as solitary,
poor, nasty, hotted anti ehorte- The
fact is. we fall into the way of think-
leg that the weallthy words are fcr
others, and that they do not belong
to us. We are like those who have
received a vast inheritance, but ieho
persist in the inconveniences of 
 
lard
beds, scanty food, rude clothing, who
never travel, and who limit their
punchetes to the blot* necessities of
life. Ask such people why they en-
dure niggardly Hying While wealth
in Went* is hying in the bank, and
they can only answer that they have
never learned how to spend. lint
this is worth learning. We have all
i'lle-antleieels to talk about that these
speakers had." — —
Suggestions for, Learning Polinst.
As a rule, all pupils should learn
at least six poems each year, in art.it
then to individual Poeme teamed fame
time to time.
The begierrieg Of retch season is
perhaps the best time for lea-rning
POems. September, December and
March—the menthe when the mind
tuftui• to a new mode of life—are
eapecialle good for getting the poetic
view St what the future holds In
Mors, It would be econoteleal to
hove a written or printed, copy of a
poem ready to hand. out to each child
In the school the first day of the sea-
arm. When every dead has a poem
to learn at the same time, oppor-
tunity !Dr.-pleasant rtvalry and cone
mithity of Interest Pa afforded, wheal
greatie averts In- mastering the wore.
The Atiacheria copy mars then be re-
turned lo her and preeerved for fu-
tai ton
LAST GPPORTUNITV.
Ti llllll mien -Entitusiestii Os r
That Part of le he
ALW its wis sICK
-Whew -1r-2-maw -FrIrri—trp a.wtys W71/1
111c k - troubl, i1 with a i o
al! vont, wouid you think if
seoure s:iy—h, never VV:oR sick Ph,
using 11:Wards llorchound $)rup?
a man exists. Mr. J. C. ''lark. Den‘er.
writos. -Por ye.-,-,. I was trout led
with a sit- -re cough that would 1.6et all
winter. This cough lilt rne in a rnis,r-
side onditinn. I trout .]Ballard"; alore-
1.4,und Strut, and im‘e not had a sink
cliv sin e. what il did for me.-
16,1.1 ly J. 11 I Lang tiros.
'and C. u.
New York, Nov. IS —Ernest Se-
ton Thompson, the author, who has
returned to the United States from
his exploration trip of seven months
through Northwest Canada into the
thee-Arscile reginn 
very enthusiastic over that part of
Canada below the Arctic zone, call
Mg it the white man's last opportun-
ity Settlers by the thousands, he
said, are pouring into the enormous
area of high-agricultural land which
has been lying idle for so many years
and the rapidity with which it is now
being developed,is marvelous.
Mr. Thompsot covered in this and
the Arctic region during the seven
months' trip, having one narrow es-
cape from losing not only his diaries
and his drawings and maps, but his
own life, when his canoe upset in
the Athabasca river. He has brought
back with him many rare botanical
and zoological speeimens, with offi-
cial maps of the country hc.° traversed
lie also discovered a number of lakes
and rivers in the Arctic region.
Among the animals which he stud-
ied especially during his trip, and
obtained pictures of. were the barren
ground carTbou. the lynx, musk ox,
wolverine, white wolf, Arctic fox and
wild buffalo.
He Fought at Gettysburg.
David Parker, ot Fayette, N. Y•,
who lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
"Electric Bitters have done me more
good than any medicine I ever took.
For several years I had stomach
trouble, and paid out much money
for medicine to little purpose, until
I began taking Electric Bitters. 'I
would not take VIM for what they
have done for me." Grand tonic for
the aged and for female weaknesses.
Great alterative and bed), builder;
best of all for lame back alai-Week
kidneys. Guaranteed by all drug-
gists, 50c.
Parcels Post Stare to Come.
If the signs of the times are read
correctly congress will haie to con-
sider a Federal parcels post before
many moons, and the fact that tit'
senator from this state it the head of
an expresg company, tbat is in, duty
bound to protest against that kind
of a post, will make .no material dif-
ference. If the scheme were experi-
mental, the delay in Ito considera-
tion would be understood, but it op-
erates so well abroad that one Is al-
most forced to conclude that it %voted
do as well 'here—Brooklyn Eagle.
 your
BE CHARITABLE
To you.' horses as well as to yourself.
You need not toribmwdlessa="warwt
sort—your horses need not su er. Try
a bottle of Sallard's Snow Littiment.here •use. In grades 131x, Perell landild cures all wins. J. M. Roberts, Bak-
giving the subject of the poem. 'Kee- the best I have ever need for man 
to be
Or
eight. the Poems nlIkT- lulsign"1 DYItrinfil711;AO'r terittesears"ahnlvtinudied
NEW STATE 140Ta
grweet
METROPOLIS. ILL.
D. A. Bailey. Prop.
and best betel ha the city
itates 1p2.00. Two large sample buy horses,
looms. Bath rooms, Eleitric Lights sell horses,rh. only centrally located Hotel h
board horsesbe city.
COMMERCIAL PAI'RONAGE do at genet-el
buaincss
UMW%
. Watch the
Label
1UL-1i-ie.-Ai Ky.
"This label is a
_guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar-
tee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.
HENRY MANMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KEN tUCKs.
bat Illb(11 am, Rank Rork. Legal
and Library W.irk a sneclalty.
1
s Tully Livery Company
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE P.IVEll riatrorporated.1
Fourth •St. eal Kelsey IvoPACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER,
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tenneeace Itives
leery Wednesday at 4 le in.
csichtir wail the him:, waif beast." Sold be J. It. oehischereirer,iLang Brea. and . O. Ripley. 1
A. W. WRIGHT Master
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless coilected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from
rah to Waterloo. Fare for the
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
Petite
round
every-
EVANSVILLE. P DUCAH AND
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated.)
EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETS
(Daily Ezcept Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S
Hopkins leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and wag landings at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and wa3
land-Inge at -8 A. in. sharpi-datiy, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from_Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
aed room. Goad music and table un-
surpassed.
For further Information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Pewter, City Pass. Agent, al
Fowler-Crumbaugh Cos Office,
First and Broadway.
KILLTHE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNCS
-wm;Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR Cwere ErArr7'.OLD Imo Bettie free
AND ALL MOAT AND 1.111111TROUBLEI.
GUARANTEED DATINUOZOR
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
R. L. McMurtrie
Old riatrie
Manufacttrer of
Mattresses
Furtiture Stcred aod Packed
4113 Maus AL
a
Memphis, Tenn.— October
16, round trip, $5.25, For-
rest Cavalry.
Birmingham, Ala. — Round
trip $935, O'-t. 19th and 20th
returu Oct.. 27:11—Account
Press Clubs.
Louisville, .Ky. -- Round
trip $6.95, Oct. 14th and 15th
return Oct. 19th — Accetunt
Grand Lodge R. A. M.
Home -Seekers' tickets to all
points in the south and south-
west. Including New Orleans
Houston, San Antonia. Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory. at 'about one fare
for the round trip, good re-
Surning for thirty days.
Jamestown, Va. — Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special ..dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days. 4i7
For infornilitilln, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Delia,
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket Cake
R. M. PRATHER,
Avila linicm Depot
8411111111111111111/111111111111.11111111111
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SARCASM.
She: "And so you are wedded to your art"
Ile: "Yes; body and soul."
Slue "-tad don't you sunsIder tearriage a failure?"
Gould Tells of Relations of[His Wife
and Buffalo Bill and Refuses Her Credii
New l'erk, No,. 1
Gould sent this at1v. reel.,
Us wspapers:
'All persous are her.
that Mrs. Could and it. ••1
log separate and apart. 71
GOU Id is furnished ie to. a -i,
buffielcnt for her
Fonablt• requirentei.te - Ia.' I
-filg-ree -FlIffsivirtne- r,rr-Vir-r purce-iresee
made or debts cot:tray-fed t... Nes
Howard Could, or le any ethor
son acting for her."
• Says We. Gould Broke cosily.
Denver. Col., Nov. 1N.----One 'if the
best posted of the many witneesaa
who will Appear In Howard Gouldes
divorce suit is the wife, of former
Chief Justice Beck. of the Colorado
supreme court.
Mrs. Beck said this morning:
"Katherine Clemtrons broke w'. Gram' Jury Repel-tieCody, and whin -his money was gone Just :0 !he noon hour theshe cast him off like an oid she. She e..-and jury made 11w flrat reporr.owes his $3101...iee now for the h-ert. ; itidhtm uents. 111A,ven 
of, Lyon contyi D. F. Fox, Shady Groverowed money which the Cut 'Is %lei ethe h were fur vent.,ting the iinternal.Crittenden countyl W. R. Jones, Eu-DOI pay. _ r.v, ::u.'::u.'1itSVA b) selling liquor wiiii_,reka. Lyon comity: R. M. Carman,"Nate Saulsbury and C, do cleaned I ola a :l&' -et-e. lams° Indicted on nisi 
Ma field; W. M. Babb, Piney, Crit-
tenden county; T. J. Lynn, Colum-
bus; S. I. Spiceland, Golden Pond,
Trigg county; G. W. Perry, Milburn.
Carlisle county; A. A. Deboe, Tri-
bune; W. le Nance, Kevii; James
Atherton, A. C. Carman, William
MeGregor.
iot5.t rd Ito ahrl (ruin the first he was des• .
•nt tt the !p. infatuated. When she found
!she (oil,' marry Gould she infornest
notified ('A) that he didn't have mono.;
1:V. 171ugh and that she was going I.
Mrs q Ill..'
FEDERAL COURT
(Continued from page one.)
the CaSk. was eeetintred- by the prose-
unlon %its to await the investigation
b tog mi.ie tolay by the mond jury,
wheel may result in other *odic...-
me:its to,. log returned.
••••
'• 1'
•
6be Home
Magazine
NoVember
Issue
Just Out
This splendid magazine which
THE SUN Isgiving away
ABSOLUTELY FIZZ - -
•••••••
Is now conceded to be one of
the best published. The No-
vember issue is just in, and If
you want it phone jetat-once
eCereerefeeereeteeet.efeireeteeterrelitreeSee
THE SUN
Paducah' Best Paper
up $aeterepos) each oft the!" show dui'. keel eea eie John Butger and Aaronlag the world's fair in 1\91, and T..e.f.,y, Ed neewo, jenn Jackson.
Cody pent all of hie Ietp11,1014 and a Jatna lurch. F. R. Ferrimer anegood deal more on Mies Clemmeo8- NVIII Murrell. Ilack Peepule waa in-Give* Early History. I dlcted for atea:Itig a package from"She was born In Palo Alto. Cal.. the (*net it States malle at Fulton,of ordinary parentage. tier Fitsterpeade giiitto the charge areaIn the Salvation arm). Her real; wee'-tervJ to on" year en the fed-name is Vioea Davila!). When she lerai priron at Atlereta, Ga. Peepulewas le years old she went to San ;settle a emir eif likt`S froni.a mail bagFrancis-4) as a stenographer in a at the Fulton depot.railway offlie. She was koown tber Murrt I pleaded guilty to the&a_ Mary n e re e
----"iTattrtms-tst against hhn. Asargingvo'ehe 51101 to have got in with :.:,t1.,111 11“2 A venue law. and WAI!fast set which frequented the letebeh1 fined $1 00 and c1,3).,, in jail,,restaurants and similar sorts and! lit'.'(-hare.- egaiest Ed Brown wain sfinally she deeed a ref h Se: Fran-i fur 
Fizz.- a non-It:taxi-clam man to Nivk h. r 4,1) th I at the (.. 1 1. grounds on the
.",,„., .1.:;-ale the coloredman fat.tal to ::11 ,7.% 1:1 , 71 1 • Vl•Ilt 
/nit up Inlire was a feeler.- she dteeed toi, 7,,„ imp' 1 ilig 17,111:74, and Boydlio.ton and ii. 'I ,A1 1 1. 1 !1 .' "f • • 7 1:;It the hi %1-rage is a Roil-z, well kitoen ;......1•1.• r. Later
001 a position a, ti:o.,-11•ti.:
to a wtalthe a.:!visited Le- ehe court ()finials here are Jude-role', where the Tee' 9,11,. V"" Walter Evans, Judge Georgethcu the lien of t h.. h , Ent...land ,es.riet ate I need es Slat Mar-meet, Gould, Jilts rod), -.T a 1.,1 w. Long and h nis sieog.
Miss hurt
or', elarshal Weide It
THE 01.1) AND \i'.' W
• lenoorthst Fa( %VIII •It Mal
PrOVe
Thirty years r: 11, .1
cod liver oil teol to h. + 7 7 1 1:, n
a patient's throat.
lake it, and Ir. But
the doc•tors proserit. .• •.1 i• had
he be taken by foe. V. r 7 'ii r4
tall(' PI.. V. her. • el I. 7
1111Ti 11 f71 l711. 4- 111, (or lot'''.'r 1, , n
he greatest of ell lee'. 1..1'1.1, a,r, r.41
general ret °met u, t :1lit
---,Heti-Him-7- 7 '7-
. We are aria at 0'17 .',0 i.,.v.• o•ciry
one know that. \'l:,'' y ,.W fie In 11
this Veil old a (I l.il1i171 1 01. retricei.
containing In a (.'n ven !at (11 form all
the medicinal il•.np,n/s of cod liver
oil, actually tpkeli front frost coda'
livers; but by an extractive and con-
centrating prreetss it is made without
oil or grease. and it is ae delleious_to
the taste es a fresh orange.,
Vinci does not upset the stomach
like old-fashioned cod liter oil and
emulsione; Its strengthenitue, and
healing properties are remarkable.
and both doctors and patients are de-
lighted with its action.
Many wonderful cures right here
In Padueah have been effected by its
use, and we ask all of our cnst/nIrs
to try Vinol on our guart.ntee t
turn money, (eery time. It fails to
make eriehe_refe., jpgrime_uit
appetite, cure stomaih troubles, give
strength 'and renewed ,vitality to the
aged, rtin-dinfIt-ti relLand-de 1)11 i Sated.
or cure (throttle colds, backing cough.
or bronchitis. W. B. eMeFbrson,
prugglet, Paducah. Kr. ,
- Ham Blades and .
S. Idenella. lee.'ette Grief
Clark, of Paducah, were
sooeial bailiffsn
A mime t he promLneut- WW1.).
who ure attending the court, an.
f'ongressman 011ie James. of Marion:
.1. 11, teeentan, Senator Cenn Linn
I nd II'. T. Wells, of Murray: J. E.
Itobtees. of Mayfield; M. II. Fisher
and M. T. :Melbourne, of Bardwell.
All the attorneys of the local bar
e. re present this morning. No ses-
sion of the circlet you* being held!
ot.ile Judre. 01*5 hurried the Wise;
t.ies of the police court In order that
Ito i•iiid!The tleirterys mfghT atrettuir
Wade Brown, deputy United States
marshal. wits higielyseommended by
;Marshal Long for his work ip execut-
ing the proeess of the court. Mar-
shal Brown has made 118 arrests since
last court, two of _whom have since
died, while two were dismissed at
the examining trials, the remaining
34 being- before the enure. Of the
subpoenae placed in his hands to
serve, all were found tied euturnoned
except three.
and .1
apeolui4_
Petit Jurors,
Th4. petit jurors are composed of:
J. D. Foley, Lola, Livingston coun-
ty: W. 0. Hayden, Sale, Livingeten
county; W. O.- Sullivan. Ms, field; W
L. G. Chandler, Olive, Marshall court- I
ty; R. A. Stoat. Aialen. 1.3'0 coun-
ty; C. A. BrIgh , Hickery Grove, Mar
--shall_conntY: T. .L Mayfield:
1 E, M. Farmer, Murray; H. C Mu-
i dolph, Maesec; C. C. Dyson. Padtt-
?Cab: J; Pl. Swan. Murree: G. 41 eiffeere"
Wu_ CI;Inton; :N. (I, Chrisman. Hazel,
tCalloway county; L. R. Goodacre,
Princeton; I, .1. Wallis, Rinaido,
Grand Jury.
W. F. Speer, Carrsville; Isaac Me-
Waters, Mont, Lyon county; G. W.
Hillyard, Marion; A. H. Travis, Fair-
dealing, Marshall countie E. p Merle
Murray; T. P. Roberts, Almo, Callo-
way county: W. M. Brown, Farmers-
vine. Caldwell county; Frank Owens,
Paducah; J. A. Hurley, Marion; J.
F. Trewalla, Hinklesville; W. W.
Cartwright, Pottsville; S. J. Frinton,
Paducah: W. II, Baltzer. Ilickinate
F I. Cgatt Paditeah• F. F Bier
Cadiz; Frank Hurrah, Crcneyville.
Escused.
George B. Moss, Clinton; Prince
Henry, Cayce; Brown Stovall, 
Milliii
-
-How many days new since that
tenant left? And what's the ',respect
• 1, n't pal advertising?
New Things in
NECKWEAR
25c and 50c
We are certainly showing a
sWeli lint of popular priced
teckwear-25 and 50e things
which will stand comparison
with the best of them. Rich,
lustrous silks, generously
cut, in all the new shades of
brown, gray and novelty
stuffs, in .four-in-hands, clubs
and Ascots. You'll like 'em;
no doubt of that.
25c and 50c
U.6.6uNett &Co.
I III orne.rtoted.)
Ile Carry th Union Store Caul,
312 Broadway.
-take .our Fee to fisllett'?."
HORSE SHOW
ASSVCIATION IS IN DEBT $1,207.26
Tit* YEAR.
Report of Finances With Unpaid Bills
outstanding-Well Call on Guar-
session; to Make Up Deficit,
BeloW Is the financial report of the
Horse Show arsoetation:
Receipts.
()Mame' Savings bank . . . . $1,000.00
Tieket males  1,205.25
Box sales  553.75
Ea trice 327.50
$3,086.50
Expenditures,
Incidental expenses $ 120:03
Advertising amount  481.88
Premiums  1,175:00
Carried over from 1906  219.33
Work ant material on
boxes and stand 
Wonk fund labor on grounds
Getting entries 
Horse show ball (epousors)
Change (erpeose) 
Band 
Judgea 
Cute 
Ticket takers and se!' 71."6
198.75
136.60
79.60
71.57
15.00
2.11,40
111.00
132.45
42.00
$3,034.61
Additional Wile ,paid  39.25
$3,073.86
Bank balance  12.64
l'npaid Bele.
Citizens' Savings baisk
Huclon-Pirtittps & Co  /1127I
Willi Lockwood  48.00
Thompson Transfer Co  82.75
Paducah Traction Co  2.20
$1,279.93
Vymiin Cannline
The Aidebeterne-Which of the prhe
(mere shell I eerie first? •The Can:vie:I King -Although a can.
I trust Hilt I'm else a gentle-
man. Ladies first, of ceurse.-TaUer.
QUf.en Coffee Order.
A %peen document in the form of
an edict against the use of coffee has
come to light altd is published in a
German paper. The edict was pub-
lished by the Bishop of Paderborn
on February 23, 1781, end its dis-
covery among a lot of old papers
caused the finder to doubt the "good-
ness" of the olden time. The docu-
ment gives a long list of the people
beenitillieee-colieee- provided it has
bcn brought to them from other
lands. The burgomelsters, Owners
of large estates, post officers, iakeep-
era where noble guests are enter-
tained, people who live on their in-
comes, the rabbi of the Jewish con-
gregation and. It. presiding
were on this list. To give coffee to
a servant was an offense punishable
with a fine of ten reichsthaler. Stu-
dents, school teachers, workmen and
workwomen, surgeons. private sol-
diers, police officers and a long list,
of others were warned that a fine of
two .Reiehthaler -would be-44uposed if
they del not abstain from the use of
coffee. When the privilege persons
failed to live up to the law the fines
were doubled with each offense, and
at the third time their coffee privil-
tege was revoked. For those whose
rank or station made them ineligible
to the privilege of drinking coffee
three violations of the edict meant a
term in prison.-New York Tribune
PLACING BOILER
COUNTY HEATING AND LIGHTING
PLANT UNDER WAY.
!lids 'tree Vell By Jail (emmilttee of
Fiscal C'ourt for Concrete
Wall.
The boiler and machinery to be
used in the steam 'heating plaint for
the courety court house and Jet hes
arrived and mechanics are now plac-
ing them to position inside the con-
crete 'house. It is expected to have
the piraut in operation by the firat of
next week. The tilde for the contract
to put a conorete seal around the
county Jail in place of the Old wooden
fence, have been) received by the jail
committee of the fiscal court and will
be placed before the court at its
meeting Monday.
Illg,"1146744 46444414444
11 RIVER NEWS
Cairo 
Chattanooga 
eine innate
Evansvetle-miesitvg.
Florence  4.3 2.2 hal
Joh neon v elle  8.6 2.7 rise
Lot:dee-the  7.5 1.3 fall
Mt. Carmel  2.9 0.7 fall
Nashville  10.8 2.0 fall
Pittsburg -  6.1 11.7 rite
St. Dottie  6.8 1.0 fall
Mt. Vernon 17.2 2.6 rise
Paducah  .13.3 0.1 rise
Bgensides  2.7 1.2 fall
Carthage  4.0 4.0 fall
The rainfall in Paducah and vicin-
ity was light, being 1.20, while a'
Johnsonville a heavy rain fell yester
day that means a rise in the Tennes-
see river. The river at Paducah rose
two feet in the last twenty-four
hours. A sudden ideals( the.Tennes
see will mute inconvenience at the
ways. There Is so much work on
hand that boats are lined on the ways
to the edge of the water and a rise
woulil cause a delay In repairs.
_The_ Nellie_ Brown, „ei combine boat
from DeHaven, was put on the ways
for repair.
The Charles Turner arrived from
the Tennessee river yesterday with a
tow of ties.
E. R. Emerson, the showboat man,
purchased the steamboat Moline of
St. Louis and will take her to Galli-
polls, Ohio, where she will be
squared off for a towboat. Then she
will go to Green river to tow Emer-
son's show boat.
The Richardson arrived last night
from the Cumberland river and left
for the Ohio for a load of corn.
The Buttorff left at noon for Clarks
ville the first trip in the Cumberland
river trade.
Seattle, passed out of the Tennes-
see last night to St. Louis with a big
trip of cotton, lumber and stock.
E. A. Howell, clerk on the Hop-
kins, left by rail eesterday for Ev-
ansville to come back on that boat
Wednesday. The rest of the- crew
went up on the Dunbar Sunday morn-
ing.
The towboat Lyda arrived from the. 
Cumberlandriver Sunday with a big
tow of ties.
The Reaper will leave today for
Memphis after a tow of empties.
The-lia-versese--went to the nu -
tee today after a tow of ties for the
Ayer, Lord Tie company.
The Castilla left for the Cumber-
land river today after a tow of ties
The Mary Michael arrived Sundae
froth the Ohio river.
Itiver Stages.
17.5 1.6 rise
4.5 3.6 fall
 16.7 4.2 rise
Give Us a Share of
Your
---I NSURANCE
1 F. J. PAXTON & LILLARD SANDERSPhone 358. Phone 675.All Kinds of Insurance
SCHOOL NEWS
Supt. John A. Carnagey has re-
ceived a part of the laboratory sup'
plies ordered for use in the High
school and the class will today open
the boxes and arrange the materials
for use.
Miss Rose Flournoy, one of the
teachers at the Franklin building is
quite sick today and unable to be on
duty. Miss Claire Winston is teach-
ing her department today.
311sis Mary 0. Murray continues un-
able to teach her classes at the Wash-
ington building.
The repairs and addition to the
stage in the auditorium of the High
school are about complete, and be-
ginning Monday, the opening exer-
cises, which have been dispensed
with on account of the condition of
the stage will be taken up again.
Local business and professional men
will be invited to address the schol-
ars.
•
The decorations in Miss Noble's
loom have been completed and the
room now preeeuts a beautiful ap-
pearance.
CARRIE NATION THROUGH
SMASHING Ole SALOONS.
Cleveland, Nov. 16.--Carrie Na-
tion here announced that she is
througb saloon smashing, because
politicians put her in Jail. She says
she has to hustle to make a living,
and "smashing" keeps her off the
lecture platform
Wanted to Know.
"Excuse me." said the city board-
er in the country, "but in what part
of the garden does the succotash
grow?" I thought I would like to
pick some."
Hastily recovering front the 'bock'
the obliging farmer showed him the
sweet peas.- Milwaukee Sentinel.
Some people kick because they are
unable to discover where the EiVn!
pinches.
Shirt Cuff News.
Henry Wbifte.,our secretary of ern-
-sy at Paris, tells of a brilliant rc,
.rter on a French journal Who holds
strong objection to the notebook
cr to MOFt of his associates.
The Parisian newspaper man
-ars lerge white cuffs, and on these
•• is- said to jot down such events as
ape' to him, with suggestions for
- subsequent articles. At first, the
.ry runs, his laundress was much
.7zied by the hieroglyphics, but as
• eent on she became able to read
• ;a, and apparently derived much
benefit and pleasure therefrom..
One day the journalist received
with his laundered garments a slip
of paper on which was written:
"Your lest washing was very in-
teresting, but we should be glad to
have you give us more political
news."
The Rev, Eugene C. Webster, of
Boston has begun work to establesh
a "fettle Church Around the Cor-
ner" for the benefit of the theatrical
pet-sans And other strangers in Bos-
ton, whom he belieres freed such an
InetitutIon.
I.
The States wee of the Mississippi
poems. a combined wealth of more
than $23,000,000,000, anti the states
east of that river $80,000,000,001.
Ignorance may not be bliss, bly
It generates a lot of contentment.
BACK UP YOUR  COUPON BONDBRAY MATTER WITH
USE
COU'PON $3©
for Letters
that Count
One year or fifty years from now, your letters in
other people's files will look as well as tie day they
were received if they are written on
@©UPQM:DgHE
COUPON BOND betters 1/ age, because it is made slowly.
  You cannot hasten the process of paper
making and get as good a paper as by the old slow method. You
have to build a sheet of paper. That is why a blind man could
tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in a ream of other papers.
The "feel" would tell him the character of the paper. Its
strength antsurface wtruld tell the story .of slow, careful manu-
facture.
Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND__
No paper is too good for lelters that have to count. Try it for
yourself. Make an experiment. Gat a month's supply of
Coupon Bond from your printer and check up results.
The SUN Job Office
Both Phones 358.
A MAN IN MINNESOTA
REPLIES TO A SUN WANT AD
One in Marion, Ky., Replies to the same One.
FOR RENT-Fine farm about 3 miles from city. Gooil
house and out buildings. Apply to 309 Broadway. , T. E.
Lydon.
A gentleman in Frontenac, Minn., replied to the ad,
above, which is quite out of the ordinary. Mr. Lydon re-
ceived a letter from him this week making inquiries about
the farm, and he also had one reply, out of a great nur.lber
of others, from a man in Marion, Ky.
The moral to this is: The San's want ads are effective-- - -
they, „ctrtaialy-ar.e. wide reaching.
e_
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